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What’s On and Group Updates
in the Strettons in August

If you wish to make contact with societies and groups, please see the list in the yellow pages
The following is the latest information at
the time of going to press, regarding the
suspension of meetings/events in the light
of Covid-19. Please check websites where
appropriate to get updates. Events that are
continuing in some form are listed first:

Every Evening:

Night Prayer with Stretton Taizé

Listen each evening live at 8pm, with a
recorded repeat at 10pm:
www.strettontaize.org.uk

Every Friday:

Christian Meditation

Experience the ancient practice of Christian
Meditation in a small group.
Normal venue is URC Church Vestry, but
currently online only (Zoom).
Please contact John Dennison 722599
2 for 2.15pm start

Amnesty International Group Meeting

Meetings are cancelled for the time being but
for any information ring Barbara Parnell 01694
720040 or email csamnesty@outlook.com
www.amnesty.org.uk/groups/church-stretton/
about
Streaming theatre to your living room.
August 6th at 2.30pm: Northern Ballet’s Little
Red Riding Hood.
August 20th at 2.30pm: The Man Who Planted
Trees.
www.artsalive.co.uk

CS Bridge Club

Closed until further notice. Please check the
website for information:
www.bridgewebs.com/churchstretton

CS Gardening Club

We have regretfully decided not to have the
summer show at the end of August.
We are hopeful that we may be able to meet
at the end of September for our speaker but
will let you know in the September issue of
Stretton Focus.
Until then, happy gardening and stay safe.
Contact: 723648

Stretton Focus
Website

www.strettonfocus.co.uk
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The library is due to re-open its doors on 3rd
August, from 10am to 3pm.
There will be a few changes to ensure
everyone’s safety; please see main article in
this issue of Focus.
Group activities remain suspended until
further notice. This affects the following
What’s On listings:
• Ancient Greek Study Group
• Latin Study Group
• Local and Family History Session
• Mayfair Time to Listen
• Reading Group
• Rhyme Time
• Sit and Knit
• Winter Talks
• Writers Groups
Please check website for information:
www.shropshire.gov.uk/libraries/

CS School Theatre

The School Theatre remains closed to the
general public and will re-open when it is
safe to do so. Please refer to the article in the
main body of the magazine for greater detail
on what the future may hold.

CS Teme Leisure Centre

Arts Alive at Home

Stretton Focus

CS Library

Closed until further notice.
This affects WO listings:
• Badminton for All
• Japanese Taiko Drumming
• Strettons Table Tennis Group
• Three Touch Walking Football
Please check website for updates:
www.teme-leisure.co.uk

CS Town Council

The office is closed but the Council can be
contacted on 722113 or email reception@
churchstretton-tc.gov.uk
The Council is updating information
continuously on its website:
www.churchstretton-tc.gov.uk
There is also information on local food
delivery: www.churchstretton-tc.gov.uk/
covid-19/local/

’Flu Clinics 2020

This year, there will be up to 6 available
dates: 26th and 27th Sept, 10th and 11th Oct
and 7th Nov with a back up day if required.
Booking is via a dedicated telephone number:
01694 725934. Please do not contact the
practice reception to book your slot.
Please see main article for details.

August 2020

Friends of CS Library

We hope to run a series of poetry workshops
in the Autumn, plus a quiz, followed by our
series of Winter Talks. Website:
www.strettonlibraryfriends.org.uk.

Hope Bowdler Handbell Ringers
Cancelled until further notice.
Contact: Ruth Jenkins: 724919

Knit and Natter at Berry’s

Our friendly knitting group will resume when
Berry’s reopens.
Information from Liz: 07971 289273

Ley Gardens

Community events suspended until further
notice. This includes:
• Joy Yoga/Joy Yoga Flow
• Knit and Natter
• Thursday Lunch Club

Long Mynd Camera Club

Autumn Programme planned from September
2020. In the meantime, check the website for
online activities:
www.longmyndcameraclub.co.uk

Marches Independent Photography (MIP)
Check website for future meetings:
mip.photium.com

Mayfair/Health & Wellbeing Centre

Safe re-opening is underway. Please see
Mayfair article in this month’s Focus for
details on which services are now available to
the public. At time of going to press, bookings
are by appointment only. Telephone: 01694
722077
Website: www.mayfaircentre.org.uk/

National Trust: Carding Mill Valley

CMV car park is open but has limited spaces.
Toilets are open 9.30am to 4.30pm. Takeaway
options available from the kiosk. Shop
remains closed.
Website:
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/carding-mill-valleyand-the-long-mynd

Continued overleaf...
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What’s On continued
Parish Centre, St Laurence’s

Closed until further notice for any purpose
except for the Food Bank.
This affects WO listings:
• C.A.M.E.O. meetings
• Messy Church
• Mothers’ Union meetings
• Southern Cross Line Dance Class
• U3A Singing for Pleasure Group
Do check the website for updates and weekly
activities for the family:
www.strettonparish.org.uk

Shropshire Wildlife Trust Strettons Branch

Teas to Please

Stretton Cancer Care Support Group

Tuesday Club

Current events are on hold until further
notice. If able to go ahead please watch out
for posters and keep an eye on Community
Messaging.
Contact Wally Blake 01694 724040

Meetings regretfully cancelled until further
notice. However committee members are very
willing to listen and offer support. Contact
numbers:
Lesley McIntyre 01694 723427
Roger Wilson 01694 722123

RSPB South Shropshire Local Group

There will be no RSPB events until January
2021. Please check website:
www.rspbsouthshropshire.co.uk

Stretton Climate Care Energy Advice

All planned events have been cancelled but
we can be reached by phone on 07528 493181
or by email:
info@strettonclimatecare.org.uk

Scrappies

Look out for our reopening updates on our
Facebook or website pages
Email: info@scrappies.org
Web: www.scrappies.org

Stretton Players Play Rehearsal

It is hoped to be able to perform a live play
rehearsal sometime in August, Govt. and
Covid-19 guidelines allowing. Please check
website for updates:
strettonplayers.wordpress.com

SHI/Friday Night at the Horne

The SHI is closed to the public until further
notice. An Autumn programme of events
is being prepared. Check the website for
updates: www.silvesterhorneevents.co.uk
This also affects WO regulars:
CS Ballroom & Sequence Dance Club
Yoga with David Hedge

Strettons’ Classical Music Group Talks

Our popular music talks will hopefully resume
in September.
Contact: 724578

It has decided not to hold the annual ‘Teas
to Please’ event which takes place over the
August Bank Holiday weekend. This would
have been the 25th year. It is hoped a
fundraising event will be held at a later date.
Closed until further notice.
Contact: Joy: 723687

URC/URC Hall

Closed for meetings until further notice. This
affects WO listings:
• CS Area Local History Group
• Engaging Issues Talks
• Quiz Nights with Ken Willis
• Stretton Choral Society
• Tuesday Club
• U3A General meetings
• Yoga with David Hedge
Note: the Garden remains open.

For the latest community updates,
consider subscribing to the excellent
free community messaging service
by Rob/Sue Hill:
communitymessaging@scrappies.org

From the Editors
Community Voice of the Strettons

1. May we ask our readers, contributors and organisers of
clubs and societies to check the Yellow Pages entries
for their organisations and activities?
We have already discovered that a number of the
entries are out of date, and would like to be as accurate
as possible in our listings.
2. As you can see from the length of this magazine (the
longest since our foundation in 1967), we are receiving
a great deal of wonderful material. Please note that,
with the gradual reviving of local activities in ‘the New
Normal’, our capacity to include complex features
will reduce.
Please could contributors be aware of our limited
space, and ensure articles are kept as concise as
possible.
Please be patient with us if we ask you to reduce the
length of your article or find we cannot include it on
grounds of space.

4
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3. Remember that letters and other opinion pieces
published by the Focus are the views of our
contributors, not of the magazine editors themselves.
We have received a few comments recently expressing
the view that our decisions to publish have been
insensitive, and not to publish have been over-sensitive.
There is clearly a lot of care needed in the attempt
to present the local and global issues of the modern
world, and we simply do our best to tiptoe through the
moral and social minefields encountered by living in
such a lively and vibrant community.
Thank you, as always, for your tremendous support for
Stretton Focus, especially in these unusual times. We hope
you enjoy this magazine. It’s your voice!

August 2020
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Filming around the Strettons
read the article by Christine Williams in the June
edition of Focus about TV and films shot in Shropshire
and can add a few more TV productions to the list.
People who have lived in the area for some time and locals
may well be aware of some of these.
BBC TV filmed a one off drama called The
Combination, mainly in Church Stretton and on the Long
Mynd. This was broadcast in the Playhouse series on BBC2
in 1982. It was set in the 1950s and told the story of two
boys attempting to go to The Festival of Britain in a bicycle/
sidecar combination, but who didn’t get very far! It was
written by the actor/writer Tim Preece. An article about the
filming appeared in the Focus at the time.
In 1984 (shown on TV in 1985) the BBC came to this
area to film Tom Sharpe’s Blott on the Landscape, featuring
George Cole, Geraldine James, David Suchet and many
others. The country house featured in the story called
‘Handyman Hall’ was actually Stanage Park in Powys but
much of the story was filmed in Ludlow. I worked in Broad
Street in Ludlow at the time and saw several scenes being
filmed. The 19th Century town hall in Castle Square was
still standing at the time and was used in the filming.
In 1988 the BBC filmed an adaptation of the crime/
mystery story The Franchise Affair by Josephine Tey, set
mainly in Church Stretton. Most of the square had its shop
fronts made over to look like the 1950s. It was serialised
and shown in the Sunday afternoon teatime slot on BBC1.
Patrick Malahide played one of the main characters, who
was a solicitor. His office internally was a studio set but the
exterior shots were of 17 High Street – now Berry’s.
Also in 1988 a BBC production of Precious Bane by
Mary Webb was shot in Shropshire, a few miles to the north
of Shrewsbury. Probably Mary Webb’s finest novel, the
production featured a young Janet McTeer as the heroine
of the story, Prue Sarn. A young Clive Owen played her
brother, Gideon.
In the 1980s again, the BBC filmed scenes in an
adaptation of Dickens’ Pickwick Papers at the Bull Inn in
Ludlow and in 1985 some scenes in that year’s adaptation
of Oliver Twist were filmed at night on the path below the
English Bridge in Shrewsbury.
In addition to the Time Team programme in Bridgnorth
mentioned in Christine’s article, Time Team also visited
Much Wenlock, Aston Eyre and Hopton Castle.
Glyn Morgan

at the post, when it also was about to create its own local
nature reserve!)
Mary Montague, Chair of CSPC told the opening
ceremony: “I want to give a big thanks to Dennis Nisbet for
the work he has put in. First of all he had the vision and he
has put in the enthusiasm and the work.”
The land of 12 acres was bought from Lutwyche Hall
estate (where a larch wood had been supplied to make
matchsticks!) by the former Church Stretton Urban District
Council in 1925 and was scheduled as open space for public
walks and pleasure grounds. Prior to the Second World War,
the land was divided by the building of the A49.
An earlier survey of the site showed there was a large
variety of flowering plants with the potential to become
an important wildlife area. Eventually, in the ownership of
South Shropshire District Council, the land was offered to
the Parish Council, with a grant of £5,000.
There followed a detailed management plan which led
to Primrose Wood being protected from the rest of the site
by fencing to protect wildlife. A limited number of cattle
and sheep would graze for restricted times during the year.
A fence was erected and a hedge planted on the west side
of the site between the recreation ground and Coppice
Leasowes. I recall how Clare Cox stoically watered the hedge
during a dry spell to prevent it meeting a prematurely early
end. It now grows well and is a credit to her dedication.
A thanks to all those dedicated souls who worked so
hard to make this a successful amenity for Church Stretton.
Joy Nisbet

Coppice Leasowes
I would like to add a postscript to Hilary Hymas’ excellent
article on Coppice Leasowes in the June issue of Focus.
Back in 1993 my husband Dennis Nisbet, a Councillor
on Church Stretton Parish Council (CSPC, later Town
Council) proposed Coppice Leasowes should become a
statutory local nature reserve under the Local Government
Act 1972. Objections were eventually overcome and in
1998 CSPC became the first parish in England to own a
local nature reserve. The official opening took place on
8th October with Lady Veronica Cossons, President of
the Shropshire Wildlife Trust, performing the opening
ceremony. (A few days later a council, in Essex, was pipped

Earlier this year volunteers from the Little Stretton
Wildflower Verges Group grew over 300 wildflower plugs
from seed. We then, strictly following the lockdown rules,
planted out the plugs. We were not as successful as we
hoped because of the drought but success there was and we
have been starting to look forward to some results of our
labours.
We have also carried out a comprehensive survey of our
verges, with a follow-up survey planned. We were greatly
encouraged by news that the Shropshire Hills AONB had

I
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It looks so much neater!

Continued overleaf...
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Letters – continued...
awarded a grant to the project, mainly to assist with our
plant identification skills and surveying techniques.
However, we have encountered problems with the
desire to see our verges looking neat and tidy. The above
photo shows a short stretch which we had planted with
flowers such as birdsfoot trefoil, field forget-me-not,
cornflower poppy and ragged robin. They were not thriving
but they were getting established. A sign was put in place,
‘Wildflowers, please do not strim’. Yesterday I discovered
that it had indeed been strimmed, and I could see a few
remains of our sign. Doesn’t it look neat and tidy?!
We have negotiated with the Highways Department and
with the contractors, Keir, to leave strimming for a late cut
and for certain verges to be dealt with by ourselves. They
were sent a map to show the verges we are working on and
surveying and we understood that all was acceptable. Keir
have said that it may have been them as Shropshire Council
requires them to make sure that signs are visible. Is this why
it was necessary to strim well before the sign and beyond it?
It is not the only problem we have had with strimming.
Other verges have been strimmed, two involving gardeners
from outside the village who thought that they were helping
to make the verges tidy, despite similar signs being present.
Are we right to continue with our campaign to re-wild
our verges or does it look so much tidier if they are
regularly strimmed, with only the daffodils and crocus to
look forward to in the spring? Should we just abandon our
project?
Bernard Ford
Little Stretton Wildflower Verges Project Coordinator
Church Stretton and the High Street
In the June Focus, Peter Tunnicliffe comes close to
comparing me to Donald Trump as a purveyor of
misinformation, claiming that ‘a number’ of facts in my
letter in the May edition were ‘just wrong’. (For ‘a number’
here, read ‘two’.) My first apparent fault was my statement
that, when in 2011 a group of business people organised
a petition to object to the Council’s plan to widen the
footpath in High Street, that petition bore the Shropshire
Council crest. Mr Tunnicliffe did not have a copy of the
petition but he apparently has mystical (even Trumpian?)
powers, which enable him to say that the petition could not
have carried that logo because for it to have done so would
have been ‘unethical and illegal’ as well as ‘stupid’.
Unethical? Well, as Joyce Hall points out so eloquently
in the June Focus, the whole campaign was misleading, so
that being unethical would hardly be a major impediment
to using the logo. Illegal? It was probably at least a minor
breach of Council copyright but I leave that to the Council
to worry about. Stupid? I think not. I may not have Mr
Tunnicliffe’s mystical powers but I do have a copy of the
petition form and it does bear the Council logo. I believe
that at least some people were misled by the presence of that
logo into thinking they were taking part in some form of
official survey rather than signing a petition.
My other apparent misdemeanour was to claim that
Lynwen Gott was one of the group of people organising
the petition. That is easily answered – I did not make that
claim. What I said was that the business in which Mrs Gott

6
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had an interest was involved in the campaign. I stand by
that statement – her restaurant was active in encouraging its
customers to sign the petition.
Michael Price
… change in the future?
The recent exchange of letters concerning the Market
Square, High Street parking, and traffic flows has been
notably backward looking.
We are living through a society change caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic. We will soon be no longer part of the
EU in all respects, and the climate change concerns remain
and will probably increase.
It is time to try to anticipate the future and look
forward. The role of the motor car is likely to be different,
possibly reduced in the extent of use and even ownership.
There seems throughout the lockdown experience to have
been an increase in walking or riding a bicycle to the shops
and work. The sales of electric bikes are increasing as people
realise the extent of increased range they can achieve on an
electric bike.
This letter is an attempt to open up a debate about
how Church Stretton, as a town, should seek to adapt and
change to meet the challenges of the future.
Some initial small changes might be:
1. Increase the number of available public benches to
encourage more walking into the town.
2. Create bicycle racks in more locations, for example,
in the Market Square and on Sandford Avenue (by
removing a car parking space).
3. Create one or more mobility scooter reserved parking
spaces (including on Sandford Avenue removing
another car parking space).
4. Review the kerb edges throughout town to ensure
the smooth and easy passage of push chairs, wheeled
shopping bags, mobility scooters and possibly even
electric scooters.
5. Have a determined review of hedges overhanging
pavements in the town.
6. Start to examine where pavements could be widened to
improve accessibility.
Tony Capper
… Café Culture
We have had some fantastic weather this year and Church
Stretton and the surroundings are looking at their very best.
At the time of writing, late June, many of us are looking
forward to the day when we can enjoy a drink with a friend
or two outside a local café or pub. We have now got some
helpful changes to the town centre layout to allow for
queues outside shops and social distancing as we are out and
about more.
However, a useful experiment would be to go further
and close off the Market Square and High Street to traffic
completely. This would create a lovely space for outside
eating and drinking, and would encourage locals and
visitors to bring much needed trade to local businesses.
There is plenty of car parking within a couple of minutes’
walk. I would encourage everyone with views on this matter
to write to the Town Council (secretary@churchstretton-tc.
gov.uk).
Liz Knowles
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… and a view from one of our younger readers
I agree with the views of Lynwen Gott regarding the
widening of the pavement and implementation of a oneway road on the High Street. Designed in Medieval times,
the High Street and Square is a quaint and historic feature
of our town that I would not want to lose or modernise. I
enjoy walking down the pavement and stepping aside, quite
safely may I add, for others to walk past whilst exchanging
smiles and pleasantries.
Some people argued that the High Street is currently
dangerous due to ‘jaywalking’ but, having researched, I
cannot find an incident where someone has been hit by
a car on the High Street. So maybe the fault here is with
certain drivers who need to slow down and drive a bit safer
rather than passing blame onto the narrow pavements.
I believe that introducing a one-way system and
removing the High Street parking causes a range of troubles
as shown by the current social distancing traffic light system.
The build-up of traffic in the town has increased, as well
as the noise pollution from car engines. More traffic down
Church Street, build-up of traffic around the junctions by
Co-op, reduced free parking, delivery drivers blocking the
road, and not to mention that removing parking on the
High Street has already been trialled in the past and was
shown to significantly reduce trade in the businesses on the
High Street. I would not want our local businesses to be
negatively affected any further after the impact of Covid 19.
The only reason I can find for widening the pavements
was highlighted by Michael Price, and was to allow
wheelchair users and pushchairs easier access along the High
Street, but there are so many arguments against the one
way-system that balance this debate. I know this is a muchdisputed topic, but Church Stretton is lovely as it is and if
something is not broken then why change it?
Alex Smith
Focus archive
I have recently been sorting through old papers, as one does
during lockdown. I have a bundle of items about Stretton
Focus going back to 1985. There are minutes of meetings,
a potted history of the early days by Hettie Dormer, several
programmes of annual Focus church services, a run of Diary
Sheets from 1999 to 2002, and more. (Focus Diary was
the precursor of the What’s On page; it was a loose sheet
inserted into the magazine by volunteers on the day of
publication and contributions could be received up to three
weeks earlier than is now the case.)
Just reading the names of former Focus volunteers
triggered memories for me, but what shall I do with it all?
Shall I consign it to the recycle bag, or would someone else
enjoy sorting through it all?
Ruth Davies
Roses
I have much enjoyed the articles in Focus recently during
lockdown, which has given an opportunity for a wider
range of thoughts than usually possible. As well as the
articles on poetry (by Joanna Clark) (to which I have added
some thoughts) I much enjoyed Valerie Ray’s article, The
Rose Grower’s Progress. I wonder if she has encountered the
wonderful book A Rose by any Name by Douglas Brenner
and Stephen Scanniello (Workman Publishing Co. Inc, New
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York 2009/GB: Robert Hale Limited 2010)? This lovely
book tells the fascinating stories of how roses are named,
with much social history. Especially interesting for me was
to find that the damask rose is thought to have come from
Damascus and is thought to have the sweetest scent of all.
That inspired me in a poem, more of a lament, on the strife
in Damascus now and war generally, and a tapestry on that
theme which I exhibited last year in the Arts Festival. The
stories are of all kinds, often uplifting, and wonderful to dip
into.
Thelma Thompson

Volunteers and Shopkeepers
huge thank you to all the amazing volunteers and
shopkeepers who have shown such kindness and
generosity while shopping and delivering provisions
and groceries during this lockdown period. Local Stretton
inhabitants are so fortunate to live in such a caring
community.
Charmian Smithers

A

A Big ‘Thank You’ from the Trustees

I

n view of the late March cancellation of the 2020 Arts
Festival caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, many readers
and their families and friends will miss attending the
music and drama performances and the Exhibition of Art,
Crafts and Photography.
We, the Trustees, extend a very big ‘thank you’ to the
many members, supporters and sponsors who, despite
the cancellation, have so generously continued paying
their 2020 subscriptions and sponsorship monies or made
donations. This has meant that the Festival accounts are
currently looking in fair shape. This we had not necessarily
expected at this stage when cancelling this year’s Arts
Festival. Also, a big ‘thank you’ for the many supporting
comments received which are all a great encouragement for
the future.
Soon, the Trustees will turn their attention to trying to
plan what might be feasible for a 2021 Arts Festival, though
there are many uncertainties. Watch out for an article in
Stretton Focus later in the year.
In the meantime, we send you our best wishes. Do
all keep alert, safe and well. We look forward to seeing
you around and about and hopefully, too, at a future Arts
Festival.
Alan Stockbridge
On behalf of the Trustees
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Shopping and Meal Deliveries

or the past three months we have published a list
of shops and eateries offering home deliveries and
takeaways. As we reach the deadline for August’s Focus
(Monday 6th July) most of the shops have reopened. Local
pubs and cafés have either reopened or are in the process
of making plans to do so in a way that allows them to keep
their staff and customers safe.
Hairdressers and barbers have been given permission to
reopen. Hopefully, those of you that want to have managed
to get an appointment! It will be a slightly different
experience than before the pandemic, staff in PPE, no
magazines and even a restriction of how much we can chat.
The Market has returned to the Square, with a limited
number of stalls. Rushmere Nurseries have a stall in the car
park of the Ragleth Inn in Little Stretton. There have been
a number of questions as to why the market has moved
from the Easthope Road car park, opposite the Health
and Wellbeing Centre. This area is owned by Shropshire
Council and, as the lockdown has been eased, it is required
for parking once again. Nevertheless, the Town Council is
negotiating with Shropshire Council to enable more market
traders to return in the coming weeks, with arrangements
adjusted for the imminent easing of social distancing to one
metre plus. Let’s hope the market is closer to being back to
normal by the time you read this article.

Berry’s is open for takeaways from Thursday to Sunday, but
there are no Saturday delivery services

Socially distanced pavements in force

Socially distanced queue on Sandford Avenue
for the ever-popular Mr Bun

John Thomas Florist now open for business as usual

8
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Hopefully, as we continue to move forward, there will
be no further need for a list of deliveries and takeaways
and What’s On will once again expand to fill the first seven
pages of the magazine.
A huge thanks to everyone who has provided services
during the lockdown, including a huge number of amazing
volunteers, and our very best wishes to all local businesses as
we move to the “new normal”.
Janet Du Cros
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Roger Lucas
Painter
and
Decorator
4, High Street, Church Stretton, Shropshire, SY6 6BU
01694 720189
info@thedoorknockercompany.co.uk
www.thedoorknockercompany.co.uk

01694 723237
07772 705856

Craven Arms 01588 672761
• Household Items
• DIY Goods
• Paint
• Key Cutting
• Electrical Goods
• Kitchen Ware
• Tools
• Wolf Tools
• Carpet Cleaner Hire
• Fertiliser and Compost
And much much more at our
hardware store

ANDREW WEBSTER

G. H. JONES & SON

PAINTER AND DECORATOR
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

Est. 1966

CITY and GUILDS TRAINED
OVER 40 YEAR'S EXPERIENCE
FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
AT VERY COMPETiTIVE RATES
TEL: 01694 724574
MOBILE: 07779 825908

PAINTERS & DECORATORS

Telephone: Church Stretton
(01694) 722148
Mobile: 07808 670806

PHILIP HOOPER
PIANO &
HARPSICHORD
TUNER

D. R. TIPTON
Decorator

REPAIRS &
OVERHAULS
TEL:- 01694 724461

Tel: 01694 723862
Mob: 07946 323819

E. B. JONES
PAINTER & DECORATOR
35 Years Experience
Interior & Exterior
All Work Guaranteed
Tel: Church Stretton 01694 724010
Stretton Focus
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Church Stretton Town Council Community Matters
Social Recovery from Pandemic
t is a tribute to self-discipline that almost everyone in the
town has shown that, thus far, the local infection level
has been kept much lower than elsewhere. However,
we have still, sadly, lost a few members of our community.
Now that lock-down restrictions are being eased, it is ever
more important that we are scrupulous in maintaining social
distance, wearing masks, as necessary, and observing hand
hygiene.
As elsewhere in the country, it has regrettably been the
case that pent-up social demand, as a result of the lockdown,
has resulted in high concentrations of visitors to countryside
“honey-pots”, such as Carding Mill Valley. Not all of these
visitors have behaved responsibly, either in parking their cars
in residential streets, observing social distancing or taking
their rubbish home. With the lifting of travel restrictions
in Wales last month, there has been a reduced pressure on
Carding Mill Valley. However, it is appreciated that this
visitor influx has been a source of anxiety to vulnerable
local residents concerned about the possibility of imported
infection. Using its limited powers, the Council has tried to
minimise the risk.
The Town Council has been liaising closely with the
National Trust, Shropshire Council, the AONB Partnership
and the police. As a result of this collaboration, it has been
possible to put in place emergency parking restrictions in
the residential streets adjacent to Carding Mill Valley. The
Council is grateful to local farmer, Richard Parkes, who has
opened up a field as an overflow car park, well removed from
residential areas. The agencies have come together to arrange
a free local Shuttle Bus Service over weekends, ferrying
visitors between the town centre, Carding Mill Valley and the
overflow car park. This is an aid to visitor management but
it also provides additional custom for our town centre shops,
now that they are open once more.

I

Business Recovery
The Council has recognised that, with social distancing
requirements still in place, it is not possible to accommodate
all of the Thursday Market traders in the Town Square. So,
it is now hiring a Lion Meadow car park from Shropshire
Council to secure additional space for the market. The
Council has also been striving to follow the changing
government instructions in relation to its facilities, such as the
public toilets, Silvester Horne Institute and its play areas.
As everyone adapts to the “new normal”, the Council
wishes to be as supportive as possible to businesses,
organisations and community groups seeking to re-commence
their activities. This could extend to using the Silvester Horne
Institute as a school outpost in September, should additional
space be required, or else re-starting groups in the open air on
Russells Meadow, with access to the facilities in the pavilion.
With the government now relaxing outdoor licensing, it may
be possible that the Square can be used by local businesses to
boost the town’s retail appeal.
This pandemic is having significant social and economic
impacts and already a few businesses in the town have closed.
During the lockdown, many more of us have had recourse to
online shopping from the major supermarkets. In support of
self-isolating residents, local businesses were very inventive
in setting up home delivery services and providing takeaway
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meals. Now it is vital that residents spend in local shops to
compensate for the lost income from visitors, which will take
many months to recover.
Despite the many negative effects of the pandemic, it
has also provided an opportunity to experiment with the
configuration of town centre arrangements to better meet the
needs of traders, residents and visitors in the 21st Century.
Given its historic shape, Church Stretton was always going to
be challenged to accommodate cars, disability scooters, cycles
and pedestrians, not to mention the soon-to-be-legalised
e-scooters. Residents have been most helpful in giving
feedback on the temporary rearrangements of pavements and
roads, implemented by Shropshire Council, back in June.
This has helped to inform the adaptation of the arrangements,
as part of an ongoing learning exercise about what works
best for Church Stretton in terms of its possible permanent
re-configuration.
Virtual Council Meetings
Since June, Councillors have been adjusting to virtual Council
Meetings on Zoom every month (except August). Although
not the same as meeting face-to-face, the Council is keen to
ensure that constituents still have access to the proceedings.
The dates of Council Meetings are published on the Council
website www.churchstretton-tc.gov.uk. The Agenda is
posted a week in advance, together with draft minutes of the
previous Council meeting. If you wish to attend the virtual
proceedings, you need to use the Contact Us form on the
Council Meetings page to request a meeting access link.
Fifteen minutes is allocated at the beginning of each
meeting for members of the public to speak on any items
on the Agenda, having notified the Town Clerk in advance
of their intention. Members of the public can, in this initial
session, also raise issues that they wish Councillors to address
at subsequent meetings. They can listen to the Council
Meetings but they are not allowed to contribute to the
proceedings themselves and can leave at any time.
With Council Elections in May 2021, the Council is keen
to encourage anyone interested in standing for election to take
this opportunity to learn about Council proceedings.
Rubbish and Dog Mess – the Council gives Notice of
Possible Sanction
Residents have been rightly critical of visitors who have
carelessly discarded rubbish rather than taking it home.
However, unfortunately, this irresponsible behaviour is not
all confined to visitors. Some residents, too, are at fault. This
applies particularly to a small minority of local residents who
fail to pick up the faeces dropped by their dogs, particularly
when let off the lead in Rectory Field, Russells Meadow and
Richard Robinson Field. Prior to lockdown, when I last raised
this issue, both children and adult football clubs were having
to clear the pitches before being able to play. Unfortunately,
during lock-down, the dog fouling of these play areas has got
worse.
It cannot be stressed enough how dangerous this adult
irresponsibility is particularly, but not exclusively, to younger
children, who may touch such faeces or the infected ground.
Some such faeces contain roundworm larvae carrying the risk
of toxocariasis. This illness can do serious damage to eyes,
liver and lungs, including possible loss of sight.
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In response to this irresponsibility, the
Council is providing, at key locations, more
bins for both ordinary rubbish and separate
bins for dog faeces, together with more reminder signage. The
Council now seeks the assistance of the responsible majority
of dog-owners in removing the offending faeces themselves
and prevailing progressively upon the irresponsible minority
to do likewise.
If this strategy is unsuccessful, all dog owners will be
required to keep their dogs on leads when exercising them
in play areas. The Council very much hopes that it will not
be necessary to impose this blanket restriction, but it cannot
allow this threat to public health to continue.
Cllr. Bob Welch
Church Stretton Town Mayor
Community Response to Shropshire Council’s

Final Draft Local Plan
2016-2038

A

s I write this, the Shropshire Council’s Draft Local Plan
for 2016 to 2038, is expected to be discussed in
Cabinet on 20th July. If it is approved, then you
will be reading this during the consultation period, which is
expected to run for at least eight weeks to September.
After this, the Shropshire Council will consider any
objections and make any changes to the Draft Plan that are
deemed necessary. This will probably take us up to December.
The full Council will then need to decide to submit the
Plan to the Government for examination. An independent
inspector will then look at the Plan some time between
January and December 2021. The Local Plan is expected to be
adopted early in 2022.
This Plan is for the whole of the county and covers such
things as housing requirements, employment land, affordable
homes, gipsy sites, climate crisis issues and large-scale
developments such as the Ironbridge Power Station site.
Shropshire Council has the unenviable task of finding
sites across Shropshire for a significant number of houses in
the government’s housing build strategy. Here in the Strettons,
when looking at the Draft Local Plan, we need to consider
both the national need for housing and also the concerns
many have about the impact of large scale development on the
visual amenity of the Shropshire Hills AONB – something
which draws tens of thousands of people to the area each year
and is the base of our local economy.
The people of the Parish responded in large numbers to
the Preferred Sites consultation, where we were allocated two
greenfield sites, Snatchfield Farm and Gaerstone Farm, to take
110 new houses. It is hoped that now even more people will
respond to the Draft Local Plan having seen the details of how
this will affect The Strettons.
You can make the difference. Details are on the Shropshire
Council website (www.shropshire.gov.uk), or phone
Shropshire Council Planning Policy team on 0345 678 9004.
Please Read, Reflect and Respond.
Cllr H Claytonsmith
Chair CSTC Planning Committee
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Church Stretton Housing
Needs Questionnaire –
The Response

T

he Town Council would like to say a big thank you
to the 964 people who responded to the Housing
Needs Questionnaire sent out earlier this year to all
households. There was a 39.5% response rate, which is very
encouraging.
The questionnaire was designed to help the Town Council
assess the housing needs of the people living in The Strettons.
The results give the Council a much better understanding of
what type of housing people require, as well as the number
of bedrooms needed, the mix of tenure and the price ranges
which might be affordable.
At the same time, a Questionnaire was sent to people
working in the town but who are not residents. The results
from this questionnaire added an extra dimension to the
findings.
Armed with all this information, which has not been
available before, the Town Council is now in a better position,
when entering into discussions with the Shropshire Council
planning department and potential developers, to present
information based on evidence.
The raw statistics have now been translated into a Report
which can be found on the Town Council website at
www.churchstretton-tc.gov.uk/consultations/housing-needsquestionnaire-responses/
Cllr Hilary Claytonsmith

Giggle Corner No.4
Sourced by Ken Willis
TEACHER: Who didn’t like the return of the Prodigal
Son?
PUPIL:
The fatted calf.
TEACHER: Name the four seasons.
PUPIL:
Salt, Mustard, Pepper and Vinegar.
TEACHER: Tell me Susan, is the world flat or round?
SUSAN:
Neither miss – mum keeps telling me it’s
crooked.
WOMAN:
JAMES:

Tell me James – how do you like school?
Closed.
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Mayfair News
Safe Reopening Begins at Mayfair
lans to gradually open up Mayfair in line with
government guidance are progressing well. To start
with, activities will be by appointment only.
• The hairdresser is now working on Mondays and
Fridays
• The crèche is open two mornings per week
• Gary Smart, chiropractor is again taking appointments
at Mayfair
• Pius Karena, chiropodist, is again working at Mayfair
• Walking for Health is taking place in small groups of
six. Please book to reserve your place
• Ring and Ride is operating a restricted service
• Fish and chips and apple pie are served in the Jubilee
Room on Friday lunchtime or as a takeaway.

P

At the Health and Wellbeing Centre
• Diabetic eye screening has begun.
• Coffee and chat mornings on Thursdays (book a
table).
Be a Friend of Mayfair
Whenever there is a need, the community steps up to the
plate. This is what makes living here so special.
We are so grateful to the many have responded
generously to our initial emergency appeal. We have been
able to maintain services and add new types of support.
But the future, as we all now know with coronavirus,
is uncertain. Mayfair needs to move beyond short-term
appeals and find an increased amount of regular funding.
So we are now asking residents to support us by committing
to a monthly donation. This would allow us to plan for the
future and build our services with confidence.
Forms are available from the website (www.
mayfaircentre.org.uk) or from Mayfair reception – 01694
722077.
Every donor will receive a car window sticker – a chance
to show pride and promote this special feature of our
community.
We hope that as many as possible will join those who
have already donated and become a Friend of Mayfair.
David Howard
Mayfair Lottery
Due to necessary administration there was no lottery draw
in June. However, two draws were made in July.
We would like to sincerely thank all who participate
in our monthly lottery as this is one of our important
fundraising streams which has helped to raise much needed
funds over the past 20 years. Now, more than ever, we need
to increase the number of our lottery members. At present
we have 100 unallocated numbers, and it would be great if
we could allocate them all. For just £12 per number per year
you could be one of our lucky winners while supporting the
continuation of the work we do.
If you would like to join our monthly lottery (perhaps
you’ve been thinking about it for a while, and just not got
around to it) and possibly win a prize of £100, £50, £20
or £10, please contact Mayfair (722077) for an application
form or go to our website www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
Sue Wood (Trustee)
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Mayfair Meals
Have you sampled
Mayfair’s delicious homecooked meals, which can be delivered to your door seven
days a week? Mayfair meals provide a reliable and tasty
solution for those who find it difficult to cook a nutritous
hot meal for themselves every day. Special diets are catered
for and the service is flexible, enabling meals to be ordered
for any number of days.
More from Mayfair Meals
Did you know?
• A home-made quiche and salad can be ordered for
£6.00. Delivery service is available.
• Fish and Chip Friday is here! A lunch of fish, chips
and mushy peas for £6.50 with apple crumble for
£2.50. Sounds good? Even better, lunch can be served
in the Jubilee Room, (pre-bookings only), or can be
collected or delivered as a takeaway. Treat yourself!
New!
The ever-innovative Mayfair Meals team is now offering
afternoon tea as a takeaway service. Why not treat yourself
or family and friends to a Mayfair takeaway tea this
summer? Ring Mayfair for a menu and further details.
Customer Review
Tea in the garden on a sunny day sounds attractive; throw
into the equation delicious sandwiches, freshly baked scones
and cakes, all prepared by the Mayfair Meals team, and the
proposition becomes irresistible! We ordered by phone and chose
to collect, although a delivery option is available.

The brie and cranberry sandwiches had plenty of filling
and proved to be tasty. My cheese scone was light in texture and
full of flavour and the fruit scones were just yummy. The cake
was outstanding. I’m sure Mary Berry could not have produced
a lighter, fluffier and more delectable Victoria sponge.
Thank you Mayfair. We will be ordering again!
Janet Ward, All Stretton
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WILLOWBATCH

SHROPSHIRE
SWEEP

CARDING MILL VALLEY
A ground floor, centrally
heated one bedroom self
catering apartment, set in
the beautiful surroundings
of Carding Mill Valley
100 yards past the
National Trust Pavilion.

JON PROSSER
Tel: 01785 509333
Mobile: 07946 134783

Please contact Don Rogers
for rates and availability
on 01694 722358 or
donrogers@gmail.com
www.willowbatch.co.uk
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CHIMNEY SWEEP
AND
VACUUM SERVICE
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Rotary News
Rotary Club of Church Stretton
has not stopped working

Stretton

D

uring this difficult time when clubs and other
organisations have not been able to meet, Rotary
has continued with its work in supporting the
community.
One long-running project carried out by our Youth
Team is the presenting of dictionaries or calculators to Year
6 pupils who are leaving primary school and moving up to
start their secondary education.
73 pupils from St.
Lawrence’s CE Primary,
Rushbury CE Primary
and Wistanstow CE
Primary will be receiving
either dictionaries or
calculators as a memento
of their time at primary
as well as being a useful
resource for their future.
Usually Rotarians have
the pleasure of personally
presenting these gifts to
the pupils at the school’s
leavers’ ceremony.
Unfortunately, this year
it is almost certain this
will not be possible,
which is disappointing.
Additionally, this
year our club was given
basic mathematic
equipment by Oxford
Educational Supplies,
the suppliers of the
engraved calculators. The
items included pencil cases, pens, compasses, erasers, pencil
sharpeners, protractors and set squares. We have given 39
sets to the Mathematics Department at Stretton Academy
to help those students whose families have been adversely
affected by the Covid-19 situation.

The emailed response from the academy following the
offer was as follows “Thank you so much for getting in
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touch: yes please, yes please, yes please! This is brilliant. We
would love to take this equipment and we will make sure it
is used in the manner described. It will be a big help. This
has made my day – huge thanks.”
We now move onward to our new projects to support
the young people in our community. If you wish to donate
to Rotary Club of Church Stretton’s youth projects or
learn more about Rotary please contact us at rotary.church.
stretton@gmail.com or www.rotaryclubofchurchstretton.
co.uk
Peter Burt, Youth Team Leader
Rotary’s “Together Talks” on Video present an outline of
what we do now what we need to do in future.
Could you help us plan our future?
Rotary Club of Church Stretton invites you to look at
the series of nine videos by using the following link www.
rotarygbi.org/togethertalks.
Subjects covered are as follows:
• The Power of Connection Through Storytelling –
delivered by Jennifer Jones, former Vice President
• The Modern Shape of Volunteering
• How to Maintain Momentum in Tough Times
• Rotary Opens Opportunities – delivered by Holgar
Knaack, incoming President
• How do we Give the Best of Ourselves?
• Going the Last Mile as a Humanitarian
• The Value of Being Global Citizens
• Elevating Humanity through Business
• Pushing the Boundaries of Rotary
All videos are accessible after the original transmission as
they are all recorded. n 19th May, for example, in ‘How to
Maintain Momentum in Tough Times’, Michael McQueen
spoke about staying relevant in an ever-changing world and
the need to communicate appropriately with Rotarians and
non-Rotarians.
Supporting Local Communities Worldwide
Now is the time for accelerated change that will define
Rotary and enhance its relevance for a new generation.
We can offer varied memberships to suit the level of
commitment you will be comfortable with. We need new
members to help us with the following tasks and possibly
identify new opportunities.
• Supporting local schools
• Organising Carols in the Square
• Supporting Lingen Davies
• Supporting Hope House Children’s Hospice
• Supporting Mayfair Community Centre
• Supporting Air Ambulance
• Supporting overseas charities and disaster funds that
include
• Eradication of polio
• Refurbished tools for African Communities
• Australian fire disaster via Rotary Club of Adelaide
Within the last 12 months we have raised approximately
£13,000 to support these projects. We especially need
people with IT skills and familiarity with social media
If you are interested in actively supporting your local
community, please visit www.rotarygbi.org or contact
dereksmith42@hotmail.com – phone 01694 723189.
Derek Smith
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Methodist Voice

I

n these problematic days it is always good
to find some cheerful news. One of the
many good things to have emerged from
our life under Covid-19 is the extraordinary
display of human kindness, and the public
recognition of it. We praise the unselfish willingness shown
by medical and other staff, who are prepared to expose
themtselves to serious risk in order to save other people’s
lives. To care for those people who are potentially dangerous
to them, is exemplary, remarkable, in what is often a society
preoccupied with the self. Many of these people have already
paid the supreme price for their courage. Equally, the
friendliness of neighbours and even strangers, who greet one
and offer help, is amazing. It has created a greater sense of
community, of ‘family’, where everyone is important, and in
some ways given us a chance to realign our sense of values,
to emphasise what is important and discard what is valueless.
This was very evident also during the last war, for at that time
there was also a sense of purpose which united us, irrespective
of any differences. We were all in it together, with a hope
that a better future would emerge. For us as Christians, the
challenge today is slightly different. The churches are closed,
when during the war they were open, but they are only
buildings. The real Church, that is the people who are united
in their faith in God and in Jesus our Saviour, is very much
alive. No suffering, problems, height or depth can separate us
from the love of God in Christ Jesus. Our problem is simply
how to share our faith with fellow believers and with the
world at large, and in this, thank God, modern technology
has supplied the answer, but at the same time this modern
technology is wide open to misuse.
At this time people tend to rely for information on
the internet or the newspapers, or the news. Whatever our
source, we become increasingly aware that almost always
whoever is reporting, speaks or writes from their own
view point. Very rarely is anything totally uncoloured by
prejudice, even amongst Christians. The trouble for many of
us is, that in life we ‘carry a lot of baggage’. In other words,

T

hose of us
who rejoiced,
at the start
of lockdown, in our
sudden freedom from
a relentless schedule of
committees have now
found ourselves glued
to computer screens by an unforgiving sequence of on-line
meetings! In such ways the world changes, but you have to
admit that, for all their problems, Zoom and the like have
their uses. They have allowed us, as a Steering Group, to inch
forward in our work, to identify key areas for further research
and debate, and to begin to shape the outline of the final

we tend to begin with our own particular bias, whether it be
our childhood upbringing, or our own social experience. So
I was amused to hear of one father’s solution to his teenage
son’s problematic behaviour. He told his son that each time
he misbehaved, he would hammer a big six inch nail into
the clothes post at the foot of the garden, as a warning.
Then, whenever the boy did something that was unselfishly
good, he would pull a nail out. After much superhuman
effort, the post was clear, but, when his father took him
down to congratulate him, the boy replied, “Yes, I know that
all the nails are out, but I can still see the holes where the
nails were.” The memory remained.
However hard we try to be objective, to take a fresh
view, the holes remain. We say to others, “I forgive you”, but
can we ever truly forget? One of the remarkable things about
God is that when He forgives, He obliterates the record.
How often we, in later life, can be haunted by that careless
word spoken, that unthinking action, which we regret. Can
we really forget our differences, put aside our own desires,
in favour of unity. In Christian belief, to be forgiven by God
is to have the whole account cleared. Our sins are removed
as far as the East is from the West, to be remembered no
more (Psalm 103:12). Our memories of past failures, or
grievances, can be forgiven, but can we also forget them?
As I write we are seeing the way the past is being dragged
up by the ‘murder’ of a black man. All our past is under
scrutiny. Motives are under the spotlight. But is this helpful
when society is facing enormous challenges ahead? We can
learn from the past, yes, but surely the only way to resolve
national and international issues, is to be prepared to forget
our prejudices and start afresh, with a greater respect for our
‘neighbour’, because, as the Bible very pointedly comments,
loving our neighbour comes second only to our love for
God. We cannot have one without the other and, as The
Lord’s Prayer reminds us, to be forgiven ourselves we also
need to be forgiving. “Not seven times, Peter, but seventy
times seven,” as our Lord said.
Ken Hathaway
Plan. We have also pulled together responses from different
sectors of our community, and have even surveyed public
attitudes to the one-way system in the High Street.
In the midst of this work – and the Covid-19 emergency
– Shropshire Council is starting the consultation for its Local
Plan. The draft plan has been delayed several times, but the
next stage of the process is set to begin at the end of July, and
will last until September. We would urge all local residents to
respond. As a Steering Group for our own community’s Plan,
we know, from the survey conducted earlier this year, the
issues that are important to residents, and will make sure that
these are conveyed to Shropshire Council. But please make
sure that your own individual voices are heard.
David Howard, Chair, CLP Steering Group

Teas to Please at All Saints Church, Little Stretton

D

ue to the continuing uncertainties about the Covid-19 situation at the time of going to press,
All Saints’ Church, Little Stretton has decided not to hold the annual Teas to Please event over the
August Bank Holiday weekend this year. We particularly regret having to take this step, as this was
to have been our 25th anniversary year, and we were intending to share the proceeds with the Mayfair Centre which has
done so much to help the community during the weeks of lockdown. We hope to hold one or more fundraising events at a
later date, and will keep Stretton Focus informed.
Michael Bourke
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Practical, No-nonsense, Planning and Building Advice!
Call for a friendly initial discussion regarding your project
Tel: 01694 720123
mail@strataassociates.co.uk
www.strataassociates.co.uk

HILARY'S CHILDCARE

Church Stretton Nursery,
after school and holiday club,
Children 0 - 12 years. OFSTED
rated good, qualified early
years teacher and forest school.
Call 01694 724270
www.hilaryschildminders.co.uk
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Historic Church Stretton - McCartney’s Maltings

F



or many years there were several small maltings in
the town, but the large scale of Robert McCartney’s
operations in Church Stretton eventually put the
others out of business.
The large Sandford Avenue premises of the malthouse,
warehouse and shop (now the Antiques Market) were built
about 1904 by Robert McCartney and housed Stretton’s
only big 20th century malting business until it closed about
1940. The east wall at the entrance to the building still
shows traces of the name
The malting floors were in the main building where
the grain, usually barley, was dampened down and spread
out. When it had sprouted it was taken to the kiln, the tall
tower-like building on the left (above, see photo) where it
was subjected to a heating process which stopped growth
and dried the malt. It was then ready for the brewing
process. In the tower there still exists, on the first floor, tiles
with holes in them which allowed the heat to come through
and perform this drying process.

After the malthouse
closed, the building was used
as workshops for St Dunstan’s
during World War II. After the
war, it was rented to various
businesses. The shop at the
front was occupied for a time
by Messrs Coles and Francis,
butchers; they sharpened
their knives on the sandstone
windowsill outside, the wear
being still visible. They were
followed by Warrener and
Mason, wholesale grocers, until
about 1978 when Percy Tarbuck
opened the shop for the sale
of greengroceries and flowers.
He continued there until his
retirement in 1986. Afterwards
the whole malthouse building
became the Antiques Market.
Barrie Raynor and Tony Crowe

Side view of the malthouse. Note the two tall doors where
sacks of grain would be winched through. There would have
been a winch protruding from the wall above them (arrowed)

Trivia Corner No 201
by Ken Willis

The malting floor. The tiles have holes to allow heat to reach
the sprouting barley spread out on the floor
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1. In which sport might you win a penalty corner?
2. What is a numerical sequence of cards, of mixed
suits called in poker?
3. The Whitman Cup is awarded in which sport?
4. What is the player called that puts the ball into the
scrum in Rugby Union?
5. Which is the missing discipline from modern
pentathlon, swimming, shooting, running and
horseriding?
Answers on page 56
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Yorkshire Tea
Yorkshire Tea and All That!
aving enjoyed their tea for many a year it was quite
natural that a news heading about Yorkshire Tea
caught my eye. On Monday 9th June, Yorkshire
Tea along with PG Tips declared their support for Black
Lives Matter. Many have found this a real encouragement.
It may lead us to ruminate on the support when, in the
past, companies and their owners in this country have
given their support to change on major social issues. Let us
consider just two of them from the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. Before looking at them it is interesting that along
with others, reformers were not driven primarily by political
convictions as can be seen from their backgrounds, often to
the right of the political centre. No, it was moral conviction
that drove them onwards to seek a more equitable and fair
society. Now to my examples.
Mill owners were not usually at the forefront of
caring for their workers on a wide front, let alone going
further and working to seek changes in the law to protect
the exploited. Yet, Robert Owen was such a person. He
came from Newtown in Powys, less than 30 miles from
the Strettons. A brief resumé of Owen’s work, including
material gleaned from the Robert Owen Museum and
Wikipedia, tells us: in July 1799 Owen and his partners
bought the New Lanark Mill and he became its manager.
He hoped to conduct the mill on higher principles than
purely commercial ones [Amazon et al take note]. New
Lanark Mill had been established in 1785 by David Dale
and Richard Arkwright, and was one of Britain’s largest
with some 2,000 workers of which 500 were children. The
children came from workhouses as young as the age of five
or six! Greatly shocked and pained at the conditions of
his workers, Owen introduced many reforms in order to
improve them. He chivvied his own class of employers and
tried to convince them to treat their workforce better. Partly
through his concerns, Parliament passed the first Factory
Act of 1819 to protect workers against the greed and
selfishness of employers.
When you go into the Co-op Store in Church Stretton,
thank the Lord for Robert Owen. Let us look at why.
For the most part, mill workers were exploited by their
employers. Until a series of Truck Acts (1831–1887) required
employers to pay their employees in common currency, many
operated a truck system, paying workers wholly or in part
with tokens that had no monetary value outside the mill
owner’s ‘truck shop’, which charged high prices for shoddy
goods. Unlike others, Owen’s truck store offered goods at
prices only slightly above their wholesale cost, passing on the
savings from bulk purchases to his customers and placing
alcohol sales under strict supervision. These principles
became the basis for Britain’s Co-operative shops, some of
which continue in altered forms to trade today.
Owen continually improved the efficiency of his mill,
earning it an international reputation. Social reformers,
statesmen and royals, including the future Tsar Nicholas I
of Russia, visited New Lanark to study its operations and
educational methods. A key to understanding Owen was his
holistic approach, starting with the young.
Owen pioneered infant care in Britain and provided
an alternative to the ‘normal authoritarian approach to

H
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child education’. The manners of the children brought
up under his system were said to be “beautifully graceful,
genial and unconstrained; health, plenty, and contentment
prevailed; drunkenness was almost unknown; and
illegitimacy extremely rare”. Robert Owen’s relationship
with his workers was exceptionally good, which in turn
surely contributed to the mill being a commercial success
story.
I shall be more brief with my second example but it is of
equal if of not more importance. He is Josiah Wedgwood.
The former slave trading ship’s captain John Newton, who
wrote Amazing Grace, had corroborated with the London
Abolition Committee with its revelations and testimonies
on the evils of the slave trade. Historian Doug Grounds has
put it succinctly:
“Even more telling in the long run was the Abolition
Committee’s adoption of a design by Josiah Wedgwood
as its official seal. It
depicted a kneeling slave
together with the motto
‘Am I not a man and a
brother?’ Fashioned into
a black and white jasper
medallion incorporating
the same design, and
marketed with all
Wedgwood’s commercial
skill, it appeared on ladies’
bracelets and gentlemen’s
snuff boxes, becoming the
movement’s most striking
and popular symbol.” (Son and Servant of Shropshire by
Douglas Grounds 2009)
A young woman’s impulse to video on her mobile
phone the murder of George Floyd, has led quickly to a
worldwide protest at the long years of injustice suffered
by descendants of slaves. It has been rightly picked up in
this country because similar long-term injustice has been
suffered here by Afro-Caribbeans. Arrests of black people
and deaths in custody have been grossly disproportionate
to their numbers. The coronavirus has heightened social
divides which show injustice is experienced by a much wider
constituency, and exhibit the need for education about
Britain’s colonial past which has largely excluded the impact
and motives of trading practices such as those of the East
India Company. The Grenfell Tower fire in 2017 led to the
deaths of 72 people, many of them black and Asian, amid
claims of official neglect. The Windrush scandal emerged in
2018, revealing thousands of people from Commonwealth
countries in the Caribbean and Africa were wrongly told
they were in Britain illegally; as a result, people lost their
homes, their jobs and were deported, having a ‘traumatic
effect’. Many still await restitution!
It is in this context that we need today some Robert
Owens and Josiah Wedgwoods to give the lead the country
desperately needs to make for a fairer society. Bully for
Yorkshire Tea and PG Tips I say.
John Holden
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ALL PLUMBING JOBS
PLUMBING

CALL PETER FLOYD
(30 YEARS EXPERIENCE)
RELIABLE SERVICE, REASONABLE PRICES

07885 585849

A. S. MORRIS & SON
Sandford Avenue, Church Stretton

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
PRIVATE CHAPEL
Tel: Church Stretton 722876
NIGHT AND DAY
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50

questions on a range of subjects. No trick questions
because we’re nice at Stretton Focus. Enjoy.

Science and Nature
1. What is the collective noun for a group of owls?
2. Which gas makes up 78% of the Earth’s atmosphere?
3. Which planet is called the Morning or Evening Star?
4. What can be chasers, hawkers, skimmers or darters?
5. The tree species teak is native to which continent?
6. What could be Egyptian, Barnacle or Brent?
7. Which is the only letter of the alphabet that is not
found on the periodic table?
8. Human body: what are you born with 23 pairs of?
9. What term is used for a young hare?
10. Who discovered penicillin?
Geography
1. USA: Which two states come first and last, alphabetically?
2. Which is the world’s most populous city?
3. Into which ocean does the River Amazon flow?
4. Which of these capital cities is furthest north? a)
Tallinn b) Riga c) Copenhagen

5. Which country is bordered by Vietnam, Thailand and
Cambodia?
6. What was Sri Lanka called before its name change in
1972?
7. Which of these shipping forecast areas is in the North
Sea? a) Rockall b) Fastnet c) Dogger
8. Which major city sits on two continents?
9. What is the world’s largest inland body of water?
10. Where would you find the world’s tallest building?
Film, TV and Literature
1. Which author created the fictional detective, DCI
Banks?
2. Whose 2018 best-selling autobiography is called
‘Becoming’?
3. What is the name of the lion in the Narnia series by
C.S. Lewis?
4. ‘Mystery at Witchend’ was the first in which locally
set series of books?
5. Name the ‘Boycie and Marlene’ spin-off from Only
Fools and Horses?
6. In which fictional town was Dad’s Army set?

Respect the Water

S

ince lockdown, the Church Stretton
Branch have missed being able to hold our
local fundraising events most of which are
also enjoyable social occasions. However, RNLI crews have
continued to be active 24/7 and after lockdown measures
were eased, they have been busier than this time last year.
Being far from the coast, certainly places us at less of a
risk than those who live in coastal communities, but a lot of
us will visit the coast at some point for a holiday or day out.
Not only that, but the number of water systems that run
through Church Stretton and the surrounding Shropshire
communities, including the reservoir at Carding Mill Valley,
all offer ample opportunity to cool off and have a bit of fun
this summer. Naturally, this poses a great risk.
Around 150 people die by accident in UK and Irish
waters each year. Half of those who drown never intended
to enter the water. From the RNLI’s analysis we know that
51% of total annual accidental coastal deaths occur in just 11

of the 79 coastal counties in the UK and Ireland.
We also know men over 35 are the most at-risk
group. By working with partners, the RNLI
influences improved safety on and beside the water.
We’re asking the public to help save more lives by
sharing some simple survival skills:
If you find yourself in the water unexpectedly, fight your
instincts and float until the effects of cold-water shock pass.
If you see someone else in trouble at the coast, call 999
or 112 and ask for the coastguard if you’re by the sea.
Coastal walking safety tips:
• Be wary of all edges around the sea and waterside.
• Always take a means of calling for help.
• Check the weather and tide times.
Activity tips:
• Swimming: swim at a lifeguarded beach, between the
red and yellow flags. If inland, never swim alone, use
a buoyancy aid where possible and respect the water.

A Quaker Voice

“A

re you alert to practices here and
throughout the world which
discriminate against people on the basis
of who or what they are or because of their beliefs?
Bear witness to the humanity of all people… Seek to
understand the causes of injustice, social unrest and fear.”
Quaker Faith & Practice Advices and Queries no.33

I have been thinking a lot about death recently. One
could hardly fail to do so, this being written in June
2020. At a personal level, living in the time of a pandemic
certainly brings the subject very much to the forefront of
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my (over-80 year-old) mind – just now more practically than
morbidly – as I try to keep myself and others safe and well.
Outside of my own self-centred thoughts, I am acutely
aware of the distress being experienced by so many who are
coping with the death of people important to them, in very
unfamiliar circumstances. Aware, but scarcely able to imagine
the additional pain for those unable to be with loved ones at
the end of their lives – and then unable to share their grieving
with close family. Aware, too, of the emotional cost to those
health professionals and carers who see their patients die.
On the news we are given numbers. “Sadly”, the politicians
say, x thousands or x hundreds “have sadly died”. But each one
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7. Which classic film ends with the words ‘Hang on a
minute, lads. I’ve got a great idea’?
8. Which fictional character lived at 4, Privet Drive?
9. Which is the odd one out: a) Bugs Bunny b) Mickey
Mouse c) Goofy d) Donald Duck?
10. Which is the only Bond film to star George Lazenby
as 007?
Sport
1. Which sport is played by the Philadelphia Flyers?
2. In 1967, which sporting event became the first UK
TV programme to be broadcast in colour?
3. In Formula 1, who announced his retirement in 2016,
after winning the World Championship?
4. How many players are in a Rugby League team?
5. How many snooker balls are there on the table at the
start of a frame?
6. What common sporting feature is 8 yards across by 8
feet high?
7. Which sport did ‘Shoeless Joe’ Jackson play?
8. In golf, how many shots under par is an ‘albatross’?
9. Which British athlete has won the most Olympic medals?

10. In motorcycle racing, what does the TT stand for in
TT races?
General Knowledge
1. If a dish is served ‘a la Florentine’, which vegetable
does it contain?
2. Who was the Roman goddess of hunting?
3. Which common garden implement was invented by
Edwin Beard Budding?
4. How many inches in a ‘hand’, used to measure height
of horses?
5. Complete this trio: Olympic, Britannic and …?
6. Who is currently 5th in line to the British throne?
7. What does USB stand for, when referring to the pc
connection port or lead?
8. Which three ingredients typically make a Piña Colada
cocktail?
9. A person born on 15th August would have which
astrological sign?
10. Who was the last British monarch from the House of
Hanover.
Answers on page 40

• Angling from rocks: always wear a lifejacket or
buoyancy aid and carry a means of calling for help.
• Kayaking: always carry a means of calling for help
and keep it within reach.
• Sailing and motorboating: always wear a lifejacket or
buoyancy aid, ensure everyone onboard knows how
to call for help, get appropriate training, and check
your engine and fuel before every trip.
The RNLI has worked hard to roll out lifeguard patrols on
beaches in England, Northern Ireland and the Channel Islands.
With beaches operational and new ways of working and
equipment properly put to the test, the RNLI has accelerated
its service roll-out and increased the number of beaches
which will have a lifeguard service. The charity is hoping to
have lifeguards on around 170 beaches by early July – 70 per
cent of the beaches it would patrol in a normal summer.
New measures to deal with the Coronavirus mean the
RNLI lifeguard service will look a little different this year.

Lifeguards will wear PPE like ambulance crews in some
situations. New protocols for all first responders mean the
lifeguards may not deal with some minor first aid cases but
will support people to treat themselves. They will also try
to keep socially distant from beach goers, and may need
to adopt different patrol methods at times, such as not
using the red and yellow flags and asking people to keep
apart but close to shore, to help keep people safe while
maintaining social distancing.
For more information – visit RNLI.org/safety.
We look forward to welcoming you back to our local
events when it’s safe to do so.
If you’d like to find out more about our future events
or help us with our fundraising activities, please get in
touch with Alison or Brian on 722138.
Keep well and safe.
Church Stretton RNLI Branch Committee

of these thousands or hundreds was a person, somebody’s child,
grandparent, sibling, partner, friend – a member of the human
race… as I am, as you are. As was George Floyd.
In my own experience and that of others with whom
I have spoken, when someone close dies the loss and grief
can re-awaken the pain of earlier bereavements – almost like
re-opening a never-quite-healed wound. In the same way
the untimely death of this black man at the hands (or knee,
rather) of white policemen (also human) has re-opened the
unhealed wounds of racism, of divisions and inequality, of
“man’s inhumanity to man” (Robert Burns).
We have seen the unrest; we have heard people of all

colours and ethnicities promoting the slogan ‘Black lives
matter’. Perhaps some good may be seen to come from the
atrocity of Floyd’s death, as the protests around the world
prompt us to look again – and with less blinkered eyes and
minds – at our history and at our attitudes to our fellow
humans of all race and colour.
“No man is an island… any man’s death diminishes me,
because I am involved in mankind. Death comes equally to
us all, and makes us all equal when it comes.”
(John Donne, 17th Century, from Devotions upon
Emergent Occasions)
Sally Gillions
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VJ Day and Beyond - Piecing Together an RAF Record

E

ven social distancing didn’t prevent many celebrations
taking place across the UK on 8th May this year, but
Victory in Europe wasn’t the end of the war, although
many media commentators persisted in saying that it was.
While Europe celebrated, thousands of men were
still fighting in Asia and the Far East. Japanese forces
ceased military activities on 15th August, six days after
the bombing of Nagasaki, and this date – Victory over
Japan Day – marks the official end of World War II. A
Japanese delegation formally signed the Instrument of
Surrender document onboard the battleship USS Missouri,
in Tokyo Bay, on 2nd September. It was 2,194 days after the
beginning of WWII, with the German invasion of Poland
on 1st September 1939.
My father, Leslie Morris,
known as Les, joined the Royal
Air Force on 25th February 1941,
even though he wasn’t obliged to
register for service until his 20th
birthday two months later, and
might not have been called up
immediately even then. There
was, apparently, an unholy row
at home. He was the eldest child
and only son.
Les was posted to No 3
Recruitment Centre, RAF Padgate
near Warrington, for training,
and stayed for 15 months. It was
here that he met the girl who later
became my mother, who was in
the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force
(WAAF) at the time. They were
both helping with local youth
groups; my father with Scouts and
my mother with Girl Guides as they were called then.
In May 1942 Les was posted to an Aviation Candidate
Selection Board (ACSB), based at Euston House, Eversholt
Street, London*, where he served as a clerk. It was here that
he was recommended and posted to RAF Cosford for officer
training in December that year.
In March 1943 he was posted on to 22 Operational
Training Unit (OUT), which had been formed in April
1941 at RAF Wellesbourne Mountford, close to Stratford
upon Avon, and was part of 6 Group RAF Bomber
Command. OTUs were training units that prepared
aircrews for operations on a particular type or types of
aircraft and for specific roles, in this case Vickers Wellington
twin-engine aircraft.
Les would have known that he would be posted to
active operations immediately after training because, on a
few days leave prior to reporting for duty, he asked his girl
to marry him and took her home. He told me this story,
many years later:
‘We arrived at Burton Road to learn that my Dad had
already left for work.** I had to catch the train to report
back for duty before he was due top-side again, so we raced
to the pit-head just in time to see him entering the lift.
You can’t do that now, of course, but things were simpler
then. We were just in time to yell down at him, as the lift
descended, “Dad, we’re getting married.” He yelled back
“Wait until I come back up!”’.
Les completed at least one active mission on a
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Wellington. When my brothers were planning their road
trip through Austria and Germany many years later, he
told them that he had flown over the blast furnaces of
Saarsbrucken, western Germany, during a raid. However,
his service record shows that this posting was to ‘supply
admin’, so we are unsure why he was on an operational
flight and whether there were more. It was sometime during
this period that he was diagnosed with red/green colour
blindness, which precluded him from operational bomber
flights, where identifying the colours of cockpit instruments
and ground-released flares was crucial.
On 13 July 1943, Les was posted to active operational
service with South East Asian Command (SEAC), formally
Air Force HQ, India, which was under the command of
Lord Louis Mountbatten.
He was promoted to Flying Officer in September 1943 in
the role of Adjutant to a mobile barrage balloon flight which
later, in 1944, put up balloons to protect the building of a Bailey
bridge across the River Chindwin, near Kalewa in Burma (now
Myanmar). His souvenirs of that time included two kukris, a
type of machete that originates from the Indian subcontinent
and is associated with Gurkhas of Nepal and India. These knives
have a distinct recurve in the blade. They were given to him by
a Gurkha soldier, whose name remains a mystery, but who was
christened David by his European comrades.
Photographs dated 5th November 1943 and February
1944 bracket an almost four month stay in Bombay, where
Les was treated for TB.
In March 1945 he was posted to 60 Squadron, also
based at Kalewa at that time. In January 1944 the squadron
had begun ground attack missions and troop support
operations against Japanese forces, with Hawker Hurricane
IIc Fighter Bombers. These were replaced by Republic
Thunderbolts in May 1945.

Later, Les said: ‘The Hurricanes were lovely aircraft,
and I learned to fly them. A mate and I took one up in
April, shortly after my arrival, and flew to one of our
supply depots behind our lines. My birthday was coming
up and we had no beer to help us celebrate. To make space
for an extra crate after we’d filled every available space
inside, we unplugged the radio and stowed it in the wing
undercarriage space. It was much lighter than crates, which
would have unbalanced us in the wing, but it meant we had
to fly back with the undercarriage down. That slowed us, so
it was almost dark when we got back. We couldn’t radio in,
continued on page24
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LEE BROWN PLUMBING AND HEATING
GAS, NATURAL AND LPG, DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL CATERING ENGINEERS

GAS AND BOILER SERVICING, INSTALLATIONS AND BREAKDOWNS
COOKERS AND FIRES
GAS SAFETY CERTIFICATES
LANDLORD SAFETY CERTIFICATES
SMALL PLUMBING WORK ALWAYS UNDERTAKEN
UNVENTED CYLINDERS, POWER FLUSHING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
WATER REGULATIONS
TEL: 01694 724429
MOBILE: (DAYTIME): 07870 754201
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continued from page 22
of course, so the C.O. sent up an escort, just in case we were
a captured plane being flown by the enemy. I was popular
with the lads, but got a roasting from the C.O.’
For a few weeks in April and May 1946, now promoted
to Flight Lieutenant, Les was posted to Sourabaya, Java, under
Mountbatten’s command. The mission (September 1945May 1946) was to arrange and accept the official surrender
of Japanese forces in the Indonesian islands, and to liberate
Europeans held in prisoner-of-war camps. This mission had
been delayed by the Indonesian National Revolution, a violent,
popular demand for independence from Dutch colonialism.
It was this short period that was to give Les his worst
experiences of the war. He never spoke of what he saw in
the camps, where liberation had been delayed because of the
insurrection, or even to say that he’d been involved, except
for expressing his admiration for Lord Mountbatten’s skills
and charisma. Nor did he speak of the squadron’s operations
against insurgents but, whatever happened during those weeks
earned my father a Mentioned in Despatches award. This
is awarded to one whose name appears in an official report
written by a superior officer and sent to the high command,
in which is described a gallant or meritorious action in the
face of the enemy. He never explained how that came about.

Mountbatten’s units came home in May 1946, nine
months after the official surrender on the USS Missouri, and
my father’s war service ended.
There are, however, two postscripts to all this. In 1966
I was living in Singapore as a Navy wife, and visited RAF
Tengah on an exchange visit to RAF wives. I mentioned to
one of our hosts that my father had been with 60 Squadron
during the war, and I hadn’t known that this had become their
home base when hostilities ceased. I was whisked off to the
CO’s office and given a guided tour of the station like a VIP.
Several months later, waiting for a flight home from
RAF Changi, I found myself seated next to an older
gentleman and we began to chat. He was interested in my
history, and connection with the RAF, and asked me for
my father’s name and squadron. He said that he had been
2iC of 60 Squadron and remembered my father. Sceptical,
I relayed the experience to my Dad when I returned home.
He confirmed the story of a coincidence that I still find
extraordinary.
* I worked there as a civil servant for a short time in the
1980s, not knowing of my father’s previous connection
**Thomas Leslie Morris was, at this time, an under-manager
at the pit at Overseal, Derbyshire.
Christine Williams

Flu Clinic 2020

T

his year has seen many changes
personally, within our community and our
businesses – and here’s another one! Every year
we vaccinate about 3,000 patients against influenza (flu)
– and those of you who have had the experience of Saturday
flu clinics will know it is usually a very busy and crowded
event!
No surprise then, that for this year we will be taking a
VERY different approach.
This article is intended to reassure you, explain and
encourage you to attend our new look flu clinics.
Venue: We are extremely grateful to Mr Parr, head teacher
at Church Stretton Secondary School, for allowing us to
use the large spaces at the school for flu clinic. This will
allow us to maintain social distancing. We will also regularly
sanitise the area.
Dates: To allow for COVID-19 restrictions we will be
planning up to six full days:
26-27th September, 10-11th October, 7th November
are definite with 8th November being held as back up if
needed.
The under-18s: the afternoon of 7th November will be
used for the under 18s and their family members who also
require flu vaccinations. The under-18s’ flu vaccinations are
unlikely to be available before this time.
Timings: You will need to book a time slot to attend.
Adults over 18 please book online in the normal
manner, looking for the dates as listed above.
Do not book a flu jab in a normal clinic slot – you
will not be given it.
If you cannot book online, please call the dedicated
phone line 01694 725934 on Wednesdays and Thursdays
between 3pm and 6pm. This phone line will open from
Wednesday 29th July.
If you wish to attend as a group, or book an under18, please ask ONE person from the group to call – make
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sure they have the names and date of birth for all in the
group.
Please do not call the normal reception number –
they will not be able to book your appointment.
Face Coverings: When attending the flu clinic please
wear a face covering of some sort. This helps protect
everyone, and applies to adults and children over 11 years
old. We understand there may be exceptional circumstances
where you cannot wear a face covering.
Clothing: Due to the location we cannot provide
individual rooms, so please wear appropriate clothing that
will allow the very top of your arm to be exposed without
the need to undress.
Illness: As with any appointment please do NOT
attend if you have COVID-19 symptoms.
As shielding will have ended by the time of flu clinics,
any patient who was shielding can now book a slot.
We very much hope that you can see we are making a
significant effort to create a flu vaccination programme that
is safe, accessible and efficient. Please work with us – we
understand that the system will not suit everyone but please
think very carefully before you call the surgery to make any
complaint. We have a duty to everyone and we feel this is
the best way we can help as many people as possible.
Residents of Ley Gardens and Denehurst Court: we will
be making arrangements for our nursing team to visit you
and give the vaccinations – so you will NOT need to book
an appointment.
Please ensure we have your up to date mobile phone
number and email address as communication is so much
quicker and suitably targeted.
All this information is available on our website: www.
churchstrettonmedicalpractice.co.uk
We very much look forward to seeing you at ‘Flu Clinic
2020’. Stay safe and take care!
The doctors, nurses and team from Church Stretton Medical Practice
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The Royal Oak is an ancient free house in a beautiful conservation
village, nestling at the foot of idyllic South Shropshire Hills. We serve
quality, homemade food lunch time and evening Tuesday to Sunday.
Five miles from Church Stretton – closer if you walk! Dog friendly.

01694 771266

www.at-the-oak.com

van

doesburg’s

gourmet food shop
ready meals • delicatessen • salads • pâtisserie
charcuterie • cheeses • sandwiches
wines • spirits
3 High Street, Church Stretton
Monday - Saturday 9.00 - 5.00
01694 722867 • www.vandoesburgs.co.uk

SELF STORAGE CONTAINERS
INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC USE
SUITABLE FOR VEHICLES,
BUILDING EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE,
GARDEN EQUIPMENT, WORKSHOP, ETC.
GOOD, DRY CONTAINERS
20 AND 40 FEET LENGTHS AVAILABLE
IN A SECURE YARD WITH 24 HOUR ACCESS
HGV PARKING ALSO AVAILABLE
CCTV INSTALLED
TEL: 01694 724880 MOB: 07979 817554
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Berry’s

17 High Street
Church Stretton
01694 724452
www.berryscoffeehouse.co.uk
Everything is home-made: breakfasts, hot
and cold meals, snacks, cream teas, cakes,
children's menu.
Courtyard, fully licensed: Private room for
up to 12 people by prior arrangement.
Open every day from 9 am to 5 pm
Trip Advisor Certificate of Excellence 2019
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It Could be Verse - You Could Make a Poem of it
Ideas for crafting your draft
wo months until National Poetry Day 2020 and
Friends of Church Stretton Library are wondering:
how are you getting on with your poets and poems
for our planned fund-raising celebrations in the first week of
October? At the time of writing, of course, we don’t know
exactly what will be permissible in terms of group activities.
However, we are hopeful that we will be able – safely – to
hold, for example, several workshops for limited numbers
throughout one or two days and to host an evening of
poetry readings for a larger number, probably on NPD itself
– October 4th.
Here is how you can share your love of poetry on the
day – as set out in June’s Focus:
(1) Decide on the poet whose work you most admire.
(2) Read and soak up as much of that work as you like.
(3) Plump for a favourite piece – or extract – and
practice reading it aloud.
(4) Try to pinpoint what it is in the writing which
makes you think, ‘Yes, that’s right: that’s exactly
how it is…’ or which makes you jealous! Then – if
you want to:
(5) Choose, or write, a poem of your own, inspired – as
loosely as you like – by your poet, to be read aloud
side-by-side with one of hers or his.

T

From Jubilate Agno fragment B Part 4
by Christopher Smart
For the Mouse (Mus) prevails in the Latin.
For Edi-mus, bibi-mus, vivi-mus – ore-mus.
For the Mouse is a creature of great personal valour.
For – this is a true case – Cat takes female mouse from the
company of male – male mouse will not depart,
but stands threatening and daring.
For this is as much as to challenge, if you will let her go, I will
engage you, as prodigious a creature as you are.
For the Mouse is of an hospitable disposition.
‘Poem’ means ‘a made thing’, from the Greek poieein,
‘to make’ (Makar – Scottish for ‘Maker’ – is the title of the
National Poet for Scotland, currently Jackie Kay). As for
any made thing, the more time and care the maker takes,
the finer the work. The more we can use words as precision
instruments to evoke, as energetically as possible, the poem’s
trigger event (which can be anything), with all its freight of
feeling and associations, the better our chances of eliciting
the response for which we hope in an audience or reader.
Guidelines are, as we know, terrifically important these days.
Here are a few to help with honing drafts towards the poems
they yearn to become:
A few choice words:
A poem can be experienced as a sort of novel in shorthand where a single word or phrase stands for a chapter or
whole section of a book. Every word counts. Turning up
a single word which carries your precise meaning, which
fits the sound-world of your poem and which brings with
it serendipitous associations, is a rare and deeply pleasing
event – once you have double-checked that it doesn’t bring
in any less desirable association! So review your choice of
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word continually. Is there another one
available which has the same sense but a
better-fitting sound?
Being and doing:
Trawl your mind (or dictionary of
synonyms) for the verb that precisely matches the state or
action you mean to evoke. Then choose the tense – future,
present or past – that brings those states or actions into
focus, mindful of having, for example, too many ‘-ing’ verb
endings.
Weed out ‘lazy’ or unnecessary words:
Adverbs and adjectives are examples of the former which
may ‘flatten’ writing: if you find an image to show what you
mean, the effect can be much more lively, e.g., ‘He looked
around at them all wildly’ versus ‘like a cornered ferret, he
stared from face to face’. Unnecessary words frequently make
themselves unobtrusively at home in any piece of writing and
can be hard to spot. If you can remove a word or two from
a phrase without affecting its meaning in the context of the
writing – remove it! Under this guideline, I reckon both
adverbs can be removed from the sentence before last.
Making sense:
Grammar, including punctuation, is very useful in
helping a reader glean from the poem what the poet means
to convey. So, unless the poet is deliberately experimenting
with sound rather than sense and doesn’t expect the reader to
‘get’ sense from it, poetry should be punctuated in the same
way as good prose: economically, but enough to prevent
ambiguity. Playing with sentence structure – varying syntax
– can not only make a poem livelier to read or listen to but
is an essential tool if using constraints of form or rhyme
(more on which next month, perhaps).
Sound-worlds:
Words are very often unconsciously selected by poets for
their sound, to good effect. The ear hears music in recurring
vowel sounds – far, bazaar, carpet; or, like the percussion
section, consonants – Neptune, aptitude, ptomaine. Because
a writer may assemble these sounds unconsciously, she or
he, as discussed in last month’s article1, needs to read aloud
his or her words to root out unintended heaviness, sibilance,
repetition or tongue-twister. The ear also listens for rhythm.
We may choose to write in metre, ‘that regulated succession
of certain groups of syllable, long and short, stressed and
unstressed in which poetry is usually written’2. Writing in
metre can be very productive, in that it not only provides
scaffolding for a poem but applies constraints which can
force the poet to discover an unexpectedly apt thought or
lively bit of syntax. However, even if we choose to write free
verse (strictly, verse ‘freed’ from the constraints of metre)
the natural rhythm of a language remains: ‘I think it’s time
we had a cup of tea’ illustrates a frequently-heard cadence in
English speech and is also an example of the metre known as
‘iambic pentameter’3.
No such thing as a free verse:
Free from the constraints of metre but not free from
agonies of choice for the writer! How long should my lines
be? Should I rhyme? I personally find free verse the hardest
form in which to write – I think it is a form of white
magic. Applying the guidelines above, in terms of grammar,
punctuation and music but without metre, in what way does
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‘free verse’ differ from ‘poetic’ prose? It’s a good question.
Maybe the difference is more akin to that between classical/
romantic music and either jazz or post-romantic orchestral
composition? In free verse, the rhythms are those of a
language’s natural cadence; the line-break is the constraint
which distils the writing from prose to poem.
Here are a few guidelines it might help to apply: listen
carefully to the cadences of the words you have written.
What is the natural flow of this phrase? Where is there a
natural pause? How long is that pause? Break the lines and/
or break the verses according to those natural pauses. Is
there a natural emphasis on a particular word? Position it
at the start or end of a line (but – unless you have a good
reason for doing so, try not to break a line between an

article and its noun). This all means that lines may be of
any length – but not randomly! Have a look at Norman
MacCaig’s line breaks in his Praise of a Thorn Bush (July
Focus). Use line- and verse-breaks to ‘score’ your words so
that somebody reading your poem for the first time will
hear it in her or his head as you hear it in yours. Good luck!
Joanna Clark
1 ‘For poets of all levels’, p21, Stretton Focus, July 2020
2 Chambers English Dictionary, 1990
3 crudely, five di-dums per line: unrhymed iambic
pentameter is the ‘blank verse’ in which very many great English
plays and poems have been written since the 16th Century.

The Nature of Poetry

I

would like to add a few thoughts of my own to Joanna
Clarke’s interesting articles on poetry. Although I am
not published as a poet (yet!) I have written poetry from
about the age of 16 when I encountered the poems of D. H.
Lawrence, and of Wordsworth whilst studying for A Level
English. Both styles have influenced me; but that of D. H.
Lawrence, free form and wonderful vivid imagery, perhaps
the more. It was not until I went to the Lake District
and saw Wordsworth’s two homes, Dove Cottage and the
grander Rydal Mount, saw the school in which he and his
sister Dorothy taught, saw the lakes and the daffodils and
read Dorothy’s diary that I have come more to appreciate
his (and her) work. Do we need to know about
a poet’s life to appreciate his or her works? But
more on that another time. And of course, many
other poets’ work has since impressed me, such as
that of W. B. Yeats, Louis McNiece, R. S. Thomas
and more. My favourite anthology is Poem for the
Day.*
I am constantly fascinated by the process of
writing poetry and of the nature of poetry. I often
jest I can spot ‘an inner meaning (or subtle allusion) at 30
paces’! Poetry is a subtle medium and the alteration of one
word, sometimes even of a comma or a line placement can
often change the whole poem. So usually I tend to stick
with my first version, just occasionally slightly altering it.
The process starts for me by a line coming into my head and
then I go into ‘poetry mode’ and it more or less writes itself.
So there can be surprises along the way. My inner rational
voice sometimes contradicts ‘poetry voice’ but generally I let
‘poetry voice’ prevail as it is usually better!
I am not able to do exact metre and rhyme and
seriously wish that I could. However, I do have reservations
about those. Word order, which Joanna mentions, is one
reservation, and the second is word choice. I wrote ages
ago for the Journal of Shropshire Literary Society about the
problem of le mot juste – a French expression for that exact
word that is irreplaceable, and rhyme. For example if le mot
juste is ‘blue’, as in Housman’s memorable line ‘those blue
remembered hills’ but the rhyme (not in this case) requires
the word ‘green’ what does the poet do?
However, poetry must be poetry – which, for me, is
not ‘prose in funny lines’. There must always for me, be
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some musicality, some lilt to the lines, some allusions, some
alliteration and some beauty. We have a rich and wonderful
language – like a wild rambling rose I think – so I like to
use it. On this point, ‘prose in funny lines’, I would cite
the Ern Malley Affair. Here two young Australian poets
disagreed with the obscurity of some modern poetry in
the 1930s and 1940s, preferring more conventional form.
They set to one Saturday afternoon in 1943 and composed
a body of work of a fictional character, Ern Malley, in the
form they were deriding and sent it to the editor of a poetry
magazine in Australia, saying they were the sister of a poet,
Ern Malley, who had just died. This was his body of work
which she had recently discovered – was it any
good? Unfortunately, the young editor was taken
in and published the works. One was the first few
lines of a scientific report on malaria infestation.
The story is told in the book of the same name.**
It all raises the question of what is poetry, and
some of the poems are in fact rather beautiful
even if written on a Saturday afternoon in a hurry
as a spoof.
During this lockdown period I have written a lot of
poetry, which I hope to publish. Whether it is good or not
I do not know – that is for a readership or an audience to
judge. But I like them! As they are free form I have called
them rather than poetry – ‘word sketches’. They are often
intuitive and are brief sketches of aspects of this strange
time, ‘little chunks of observation’ and ‘chinks of insight’,
capturing the zeitgeist or some aspect of lockdown life. But
always they have too some alliteration, some imagery, even
some rhyme, and some musicality, some lilt when I read
them aloud. And maybe some of that indefinable magic that
makes a line ‘lift off the page’ and stay in the memory.
I look forward to the Friends of the Library Poetry Day
events if hopefully they can take place and to hearing others’
works, including those in rhythm and rhyme!
Thelma F. Thompson
*Albery, N. (Ed.) (1997 Poem for the Day Vol. 1(Natural
Death Centre/Sinclair Stevenson)
**Heyward, Michael (2003) The Ern Malley Affair
(Faber and Faber)
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Anglican Voice

have had more time this summer to notice the
succession of plants coming into flower in my garden
with their changes of colour and perfume, from the
peonies and roses to the honeysuckle and lupins, and the
heady scent from the clover on the uncut lawn.
Change is an integral part of all our lives, as a glance
in a mirror reminds us, but this year has seen five months
of unprecedented change for all of us and is ongoing. Our
hearts and prayers go out to all those who are suffering at
the hands of Covid-19. It has turned our ‘normal’ upside
down and seen our plans vapourised. Yet this time has
brought us a move away from individualism to an awareness
of just how precious is community. Acquaintances have
become friends as they have shopped for us, so many
have put the needs of others above their own. We have
recognised nationally the invaluable work of the NHS staff,
care workers, delivery drivers and other key workers. As we
move forward there is a searching after a new ‘normal’. A
recent newspaper survey found that less than 10% of people
wanted life to be as it was at the start of the year.
These months have given us all a time for reappraisal of
our lives. Many have valued a less hectic lifestyle, time to
serve those self-isolating, time to reflect and appreciate the
people closest to them and the natural world. We have been
reminded, too, of just how interconnected we are with other
people around the world and how much inequality there is
as we all try to resist a common enemy.
People in all walks of life have been evaluating what
they do. On the Radio 4 programme Rethink, one of the
co-founders of Netflix said that whilst looking around the
world via the internet during lockdown he realised how
many people in other places have such amazing true-life
stories to tell; he hopes that in the future these will find
their way to the big screen; and less attention be given to the
false world of Hollywood.

F
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PS: Watch out for our blessing banners around the
town over the summer and join in at strettonparish.
org.uk

Church Stretton Library is Re-opening

rom 20th July between 10am and 2pm Church
Stretton Library will be available as a pick-up point
for Ready Reads, a click and collect style service
offering tailored book choices selected by library staff. This
will be operated as a contactless service from the library
entrance with no access to the library itself. To use Ready
Reads, customers can complete an online form that includes
questions about what sort of books they would like, and
based on that information library staff will put together
selections of books and then contact the customer once
they’re ready to collect. The form is available on the library
webpages at https://www.shropshire.gov.uk/libraries/librarynews/libraries-reopening/.
Alternatively, the service can be accessed by telephoning
Church Stretton library during opening hours. Books can
be returned during this time.
The library is due to re-open its doors to customers
from 3rd August 10am-3pm. In order to ensure the safety
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All these things challenge us. How can
we build on the positive changes that have
emerged during this time? Becoming real, a
society where everyone matters, one that is
caring, supportive and aware of those in need wherever
they live, and, valuing the finite resources of our planet.
Jesus taught that we should love our neighbour as
we love ourselves. In his parable of the Good Samaritan
(Luke ch10 verses 25-37), the person who responded
to the injured man was the good neighbour, but it
highlights that anyone in need is our neighbour.
We don’t have to look far to see need: care workers
deserving fair wages, people without homes, the need
for food banks, areas with no clean drinking water,
widespread starvation, those unjustly imprisoned. In
the parable the Good Samaritan makes many sacrifices:
his plans are interrupted; he gives practical help to the
injured man; he is inconvenienced and has to walk so
the casualty can ride on his donkey; he contributes
financially to his care and later checks on him on his
return. Being good neighbours and bringing about a
new normal will require us to make sacrifices. We may
need to make our voices heard, give up our personal
plans, lobby those with power to change things,
use technology to support initiatives and share our
financial assets.
May we each have the courage to play our part
in the changes needed to build more just and caring
communities of people across our world.
Revd Hazel Allen

of everyone, things will
feel a bit different in the
first instance, with reduced
opening times to allow for
additional cleaning, limited
numbers of people in the building at once and protective
screens on the counter. Hand sanitiser will be available, and
all returned library stock will be quarantined for 72 hours.
Don’t worry if you haven’t been able to return your library
books, as overdue fines are still currently suspended until
further notice.
We are excited to be able to welcome you back and look
forward to seeing you.
The library staff at Church Stretton
(Shropshire Libraries are following detailed national
guidance with a phased approach to re-opening libraries
through July and August.)
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Netley Boarding
Kennels & Cattery
at Dorrington
Open all year, vaccinated pets only
Heated kennels with outside runs
Friendly Family run business
Inspections welcomed
Collection and delivery service available

Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri 9-10 am & 4-5 pm
Sat-Sun 9-10 am

Den & Barb Oakley

Tel: 01743 718264 Mobile: 07803 240207
Stretton Focus
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Scout Group News

he 2nd Long Mynd continues with its programme of
activities during the lockdown with Cub Scout Leader
Andrew Spurling of the Wednesday Pack reporting
a surge in the number of Gardener’s Badges being won, as
shown by the picture of one of the Cubs, Will, and his efforts.

in a knitting project she now has them sewing on
their own badges for the Home Help badge.
Group Scout Leader

Oscar (left) and Toby (right) sewing on their Cyclist badges

The big event was a Pack virtual sleepover in July where
the Cubs had to choose unusual places to sleep.
Jane Wrench, Tuesday Pack Leader, claims another
triumph: having previously had the boys in her Pack take part

All the World’s
a Stage …

... but no more than 30
allowed in the audience!
he famous quote from
Shakespeare’s As You Like It looks strange when set
against the current restriction on outdoor gatherings
– correct for England at the time of writing – but as with all
‘advice’ during this period it is likely to change as quickly as
coronavirus flies off a cricket ball (allegedly).
The world is witnessing what could possibly be scenes
from one of the strangest plays ever written, a bizarre mix
of painful tragedy, serious drama and extreme farce, and
as regular readers have seen the Stretton Players have been
keeping themselves regularly entertained with online play
readings in an effort to maintain a good group spirit.
Our new idea is to go one step further, with a live
play rehearsal that could be demonstrated in the open air,
hopefully to a small audience, and the play we have in
mind is The Farndale Avenue Housing Estate Townswomen’s
Guild Dramatic Society’s Production of Macbeth. It’s a bit

T
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Terry Davies offers the Group’s congratulations to Gareth
Jones, Matt Dunn and Rhiannon Stanton, three Leaders
who have gained the Wood Badge, the prestigious Scout
training award, which also qualifies them as members of the
worldwide 1st Gilwell Park Scout Group.
The Group took part in the national ‘Hike to the Moon’
(and back) Project for which the Scout Association reports that
£740 000 was raised for Children in Need and Comic Relief.
There are normally no regular meetings held during
August when special outdoor activities take place but,
unfortunately, this year the Troop Summer Camp has had
to be cancelled together with a planned Group Camp to
celebrate the Group’s 110th anniversary.
It is hoped to hold some form of celebration later in the
year.
Fred Reeve

of a mouthful but anyone who is familiar with the many
Farndale Avenue… plays will know they can be very funny.
Given the uncertainty of the situation and the fact that
we’re not able to rehearse indoors at this time, allowing the
actors to read from the script is the only method by which
we could put on a piece of entertainment for an audience at
short notice. The summer has passed its peak so August is
the last month we would expect anyone to sit outside in the
open for perhaps a couple of hours one afternoon. We have
a plan in mind for audience seating that is safe for them (as
well as for the actors) but the details will have to be subject
to the prevailing advice at the time of the event, the date for
which has not yet been set.
Please visit our web page – strettonplayers.wordpress.
com – to check for updates and keep an eye out for
publicity in the town. This event will be strictly advance
booking only, and we will only ask for a donation towards
expenses, but as we are at the mercy of the elements – as
well as having to follow Government guidelines – this plan
may yet turn out to be a midsummer night’s dream.
John Avery
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PETER TIPS TIPPER LTD
HAVE YOUR GARDEN AND D.I.Y. REFUSE LOADED AND
REMOVED

Hedge cutting, tree felling, fencing repaired and erected
Small loads of sand, coloured gravel, soil and bark mulch
Raised beds, demolition work. House clearance
TO DISCUSS YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS AND FOR
PERSONAL SERVICE GIVE ME A RING

01694 771461
email petertipton52@gmail.com

Fitted Kitchens. Renovations. Home Extensions.
Roofing. Purpose-made Joinery.
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Backpacking through the Pandemic
At this point, I and the
other travellers I was with were
based in Franz Josef. We were
told that all backpackers north
of us would be moved to our
hostel that night and prepared
for a move to Queenstown
in the morning. The hostel
hallways that echoed sounds
of laughter the night before
filled with sadness. Tearful
travellers phoned home as their
plans shattered before them,
and their ‘once-in-a-lifetime
journey’ came to an end. New
Zealand would move to ‘Level
3’ lockdown in 48 hours, and
‘Level 4’ shutdown in 72.
Rangitoto Island. Photo: Jack Cole

W

hen I packed my bag back in January, I figured
the probability of something going wrong wasn’t
insignificant. Maybe I’d have my stuff stolen, get
lost, or even run out of money. Standard concerns for any
backpacker. Thankfully, we’re now in June and I can report
that besides getting lost, no predictable disaster has befallen
my journey. Turns out I should have paid more attention
to the map of Rangitoto Island – in which case I wouldn’t
have ended up four miles from the ferry dock, with just 45
minutes to catch the last boat.
For a month or so after, this was my only close call
with ‘disaster’. I continued my epic journey through New
Zealand, traversing volcanoes in Tongariro and kayaking
the crystal-clear waters of Paihia. Coronavirus was a topic of
conversation at times, but we felt pretty safe at the bottom
of the world, cruising around on the Kiwi Experience bus.
It wasn’t until I left New Zealand for a short while that
I realised the severity of what was coming. Temperature
checks and hazmat suits at Nadi Airport crushed my
excitement of snorkelling in the pacific waters of Fiji. The
hotels, restaurants and resorts sat empty as staff sorrowed
over the weeks and months ahead. But despite their visible
angst, they served whoever was left with a smile and a
‘Bula!’.
I enjoyed my time there. It’s not every day a country
boy from Church Stretton gets to experience the heat,
humidity and culture of a distant pacific island.
I returned to New Zealand a week later and was greeted
with the now familiar temperature checks. My passport was
scanned for any precarious stamps, before I moved on with
my trip into the South Island. But just as I returned, New
Zealand started recording its first handful of Coronavirus
cases – and by this point, we knew the drill. It starts with
one or two, but before long it’s 10, 20, then 50 new cases
every day.
I hoped to finish my tour of the south before the
inevitable lockdown, but realised this was unlikely. I was five
days deep when Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern announced
the country would move to ‘Alert Level 2’ – effectively
banning all non-essential travel.
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Jack at Franz Josef Glacier. Photo: Maya Reid
But as an optimist, I saw 48 hours to play with. I
signed up for a bungee jump, pub crawl, and stopped at the
infamous ‘Ferg Burger’ in Queenstown – essentially taking
part in the critical activities the resort town had to offer.
Nevertheless the 48 hours passed all too quickly – and the
bustling streets of Queenstown fell silent as shops, locals and
tourists adjusted for lockdown.
I now faced a difficult decision. Do I return home, or
wait out the first waves of the pandemic at the bottom of the
world? I followed developments in Europe closely, weighing
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Queenstown Bungee. Photo: Jack Cole
up my options. I watched as the virus took a tighter grip
over the European continent, and the UK recorded its
8,000th case.
I was fortunate enough to have extended family living
in Wellington, and given the dire state of the UK at the
time, it was soon clear I’d be safer in New Zealand. The
other backpackers I had met didn’t share that luxury and
began the process of returning home, facing the long string
of challenges that posed. They flew from Queenstown
to Auckland hoping to make use of the much larger
international airport. However, airlines started cancelling
their routes – and international transit hubs closed. They
jumped from hostel to hostel for five weeks before any
international flights arrived to take them home.

I

Youth Activities in Church Stretton

n September 2018 Shropshire Council launched a
Youth Work Consultation exercise, following the
announcement that grants would no longer be available
to support youth work. It invited children and young
people, their parents, the wider public, various voluntary
services and Town and Parish Councils to respond. In order
to inform a response from Church Stretton, the Town
Council and Academy school collaborated on a youth
consultation.
The survey identified the need for informal meeting
provision, primarily for the 12 to 16-year olds. A Youth
Council was formed, and its members have been active in
helping to draft the Community Led Plan.
Focus readers will know that Focus carries a “yellow
pages” index, which provides the contact details of people
involved in all kinds of activities in the town, including
those available exclusively for children and young people,
and those where young people are welcome as part of a
more mixed community.
Requests for information were emailed to all the groups
and clubs appropriate to research for this article. Those that
responded are detailed below but enquiries to others listed
will be welcomed.
Church Stretton Lawn Tennis Club
Young people are welcome at the Tennis Club. There are
preferential subscriptions for children and students, and all
subscriptions have been waived for this year in response to
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I heard a number of horror stories from other
backpackers. Some made it to the transit hubs in
Singapore or Dubai, only to have their onward flights
cancelled – left stranded for days and sometimes weeks
before flights resumed. A true character test for 18-yearolds away from home for the first time.
Thankfully, everyone I met eventually made it home
safely, isolating for the requisite two weeks.
But here I am holding the fort in New Zealand –
reminiscing of times where a sprint across Rangitoto Island
was my greatest concern. I realise the world has changed
since I left home in January – and when I return, I’ll have
to adapt to it. A world of lockdowns, social distancing,
face masks and online learning. A world where we question
hugging our grandparents and avoid a friendly handshake.
Teenagers often claim to be ‘finding themselves’ on
their gap years, when really they’re just looking for a good
time. But I’d like to argue mine has been different. My
experience backpacking through a pandemic has seen my
happiest hours, and deepest sadness – teaching me that
immunity from disaster is a fallacy. Some things, despite
your best wishes, will continue to affect you – and they
are beyond your control. Learning to live with them is a
valuable lesson.
You can’t control everything, you’re not immune, and
you have to compromise. A humbling experience for a
relatively naïve teenager.
Jack Cole
Jack was one of our featured Student Journalists
during the Academic Year 2016-7
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the lockdown. A club coach, who runs coaching session for
young people, will return once Covid-19 secure measures
are in place. There is a Welfare Officer who is happy to
welcome young people, and there is more information on
the club noticeboard, website and Facebook page. Contact
Claire Hatfield on 01694 720123 or mail@strataassociates.
co.uk
Long Mynd Archers,
Club days are normally on Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday,
although members have 24/7 access to the facilities. Ages
range from very young to some members who still shoot
regularly in their 80s. We have access for people who have
disabilities. Everyone must do a beginner’s course before
they decide whether they would like to join. All equipment
is provided. Contact Sue Williamson 01694 722767 or
sue@chelmickforge.co.uk There is more info on the website
at https://www.longmyndarchers.co.uk/
Long Mynd Archers Junior Section
Long Mynd Archers have a junior section that caters for
young people up to the age of 18. The club also holds an
Archery Great Britain Young People’s Specialism distinction,
which means that dedicated times are set aside for young
people every week, normally on a Sunday morning. Every
prospective member, including young people, undertakes
a 12-hour beginner’s course to see whether the sport suits
continued overleaf...
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Youth Activities in Church Stretton – continued
them. Contact Sue Williamson, Secretary Long Mynd
Archers, on 01694 722767 or sue@chelmickforge.co.uk
Guiding and Brownies
Church Stretton District Guiding is part of a worldwide
organisation that offers children from the age of five to
young adulthood the opportunity to gain confidence;
build self-esteem; have fun and try many different and
adventurous activities. A young Guide, quoted on the
Guiding website, says, “I love all the outdoor activities and
sleepovers. I think it’s great for our age because we haven’t
grown out of all the silly and fun things yet.”
Contact Judy Russell, Church Stretton District
Commissioner on 01694 724056 or davejudy1@
googlemail.com (for Guiding) and Jane Hurst on 01694
771622 or janehurst77@hotmail.co.uk for Brownies.
Girlguiding Rangers
Girlguiding Rangers is the senior section of the Guides,
which caters specifically for girls and young women between
14 and 18 years of age. It encourages and supports them
to explore and fulfil their potential in a safe and fun way,
alongside their peers, including activities that promoted
leadership skills; community and international travel
experiences; participating in the Duke of Edinburgh’s award
and more. Contact Ana Ireland, Ranger Leader on 01694
723390 or anaireland001@gmail.com
Shropshire Army Cadets
The Army Cadet Force is a national youth organisation
sponsored by the United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defence
and the British Army. Cadets are coached in fieldcraft,
first aid, sport and team working. They learn how to plan
and cook a meal to complement learning about nutrition
and personal skill such as how to care for their clothing
and bedding. Young members can enrol in a Business
and Technology Education Council (BTEC) course,
should they wish. BTEC courses are accepted for entry to
almost all UK universities. The Cadet motto is ‘Inspire to
achieve’. Contact Army Cadet Force, Lt Wheelden, Tel:
01743231779, info.shropshireacf@rfca.org.uk or
Frances Bilton, Admin Officer Shropshire AFC on info.
shropshireacf@rfca.or.uk
Badminton Club
The Club welcomes young people from age seven
upwards and integrates them into the mixed youth/adult
membership. Proficient young people can assist with
coaching younger members and in “Badminton Bonanza”,
a tournament of play, skills training and fun for players of
all abilities. There are coaches experienced in working with
people with disabilities. Equipment can be supplied free
of charge. Contact Alan Fox on 01694 725588 or email
alandavidfox@live.co.uk (Badminton England Registered
Coach since 1977)
Cricket
There are two programmes for 5-11 year olds, “All Stars”
and “Dynamos”, which introduce young people to the
fundamentals of cricket, and there are opportunities for
parents/carers to participate as well. In addition, the under
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13’s and under 15’s teams are encouraged to attend winter
net sessions at the leisure centre. Start-up kit is provided, if
necessary, until the young people decide whether cricket is
to be their sport. The summer programme usually includes
Thursday evening sessions and these will resume as soon as
possible. Contact Rob Whittall on rob.whittall@dykeyaxley.
com or Tel: 07967 571044.
Church Stretton Chess Club
The Club meets at the Kings Arms Hay Loft on Thursday
evenings. A team will be entered in the Shropshire
league when things get back to normal after lockdown
is lifted. Contact Tom Williamson 01694 722767 or
tswilliamson337@gmail.com
Craven Arms Model Railway Club
Meets at Craven Arms Bowling Club pavilion, Clun Road,
on Friday evenings. There is a large 00 layout gauge where
members run their own locos, and also an N gauge layout.
The Club runs two exhibitions a year and travels to several
other exhibitions with an Ashburton layout. There are
Church Stretton members in the club and a thriving junior
section: new members are always welcome. Reach the
Club through the Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
CADMRC.
I conducted a very random, and admittedly unscientific,
straw poll of some young people met on the street in the
town. The question was: “What do you think is missing
from the range of youth activities in Church Stretton?”
Every young person responded with three key answers.
Firstly, that they are aware of and value the many activities,
clubs and groups around the town, but many are reluctant
to try those which are not exclusively designed for young
people. That Church Stretton clubs and groups appear, to
our younger residents, to be run by adults (particularly older
people) for themselves is perceived as a barrier. Secondly,
some young people resist being “organised” at all, and will
not engage with clubs or groups no matter how well run
they might be.
Lastly, the young people I spoke with all expressed a
real desire and need for a space of their own, where they can
socialise, play games and “chill”, even when they are also
engaged with sport or other organised activities elsewhere.
Youth Clubs of yesteryear provided such a service to
young people. However, the ever-increasing burden of rules
and regulations; a lack of leaders to manage such clubs;
the perception (real or imagined) that they are a magnet
for a more unruly section of youth society; a loosening of
connections with local churches; and lack of funding have
all combined to reduce the number of such groups in the
past 30 years or so.
Our young people are more than capable of forming a
Governing Council to help manage their own club, but they
can’t make it happen alone. Perhaps the gradual relaxing of
Covid-19 restrictions will bring forward leaders for such a
group; people who will be willing to train – if they are not
trained already – to help set up such a facility for the benefit
of the young people of our town. What about you, dear
reader?
Christine Williams
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A. Morgan Builders
Local family business
For all your maintenance needs.
Extensions, alterations, roofing.
UPVC windows, doors & conservatories.
Garden walls and paving.
No job too small or large
Tel: 01694 751774 07930 332131
Locally based
Plumber and Builder

General maintenance work
25+ years experience
Saniflo Engineer (separate
rates apply)
No job too small
£25.00 first hour/part
£20.00 per hour thereafter
Can price by job if over 1 day

Call GARY PARIS
01584 861844
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Local Groundworkers with over 25 years experience
✔ Extensions,
Drainage works, Landscaping
and Specialist Jobs
✔ Routine
Foundations, Retainer walls, Complex projects
Tel: 01694 722121 www.farmersplantservices.co.uk
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JOHN HAMMOND
Building and Carpentry

Paul Tinsley Builder

Carpentry • Bathrooms
Interior Tiling • Kitchens
General Repairs and Maintenance
for Home and Garden

No job too big, fast response, highest standards

For a free Fixed Price Quotation,
call

Specialist in extensions, alterations, porches,
patios and fencing etc.

01694 724060
07815 130793
WYNSTONE, CUNNERY ROAD,
CHURCH STRETTON,
SHROPSHIRE SY6 6AF

01694 781371 or mobile 07929 232999

PAUL FORRESTER

Quality Carpentry & Joinery
COVERING A RANGE OF SERVICES SPECIALISING IN:

Doors ~ Skirting & Architrave ~ Flooring
Kitchens ~ Bedrooms ~ Bathrooms ~ Tiling
Lofts ~ Painting/Decorating ~ Storage Solutions
Work Stations ~ Sheds and Workshops
Gardens & Paving ~ Decking & Pergolas
For a Professional, Friendly and Enthusiastic Response
Call 07795 170938
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Picturing Perfection

C

ameras are still magic boxes that allow you to
channel your visions of time and place into pictures.
Although most cameras are digital, part of a smart
phone, and too small and the wrong shape to be described
as a box, the magic is still there.

Bee time in Rushbury
We no longer do anything as reverential as getting under
a black hood to take a photo, having to time the exposure in
minutes, while ensuring the subject does not move, followed
by a lengthy development of the negative to produce a
photograph. Now the results are instant, but no less thrilling.
To me one of photography’s main attractions is the way
it makes me look at the world around me and appreciate
it fully. A lot of time we are going from A to B, either by
road (as a passenger), rail, or foot, usually on a journey we
regularly make and we stop seeing what is before our eyes,
it’s the same old view isn’t it? Wrong. The light is different,
the clouds have changed, nature has changed and your angle
of view will have changed. Photography makes you really
view the view, whether countryside or town, and before
long, if inspired to start snapping, you will find yourself
framing a shot in your mind. There is selection involved,
some might say cheating by framing out the negatives
within a photo, but I feel it is just good manners to portray
something at its best. That perfect country scene does not
need dropped litter in the picture to give it authenticity.

Rushbury, June
Since the first photographic image was produced in 1826 we
photographers have been editing out the unwanted stuff.
I use a small digital camera, a Panasonic Lumix
DMC-SZ10 with most of the setting on automatic. I
have adjusted the camera to take photos of a reasonable
quality, to allow publication here and on my BBC Weather
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Watchers account, which means that most of the photos
come out between 2 to 3MBs (Megabytes). But although
the machinery involved in taking a photo is important
it is nowhere near as important as the brains behind the
camera, you. Your eyes, your ability to see a picture, your
imagination, your curiosity, will make the photo; the
machine helps you fulfil those ideas.
I never know if a shot has really worked until I can
see it on a decent sized screen back at home, where
there is the same thrill of expectation, often followed by
disappointment, that I used to get when developing my own
black and white negatives and photos in the 1970s.

Cinnabar Moth, Roman Bank
Definitely read the instructions to your camera to get
the most out of it and get confident with it for that time,
and it will come, when speed will be of the essence before
the shot disappears. Learn some photo techniques and some
dos and don’ts, but never be afraid to break the rules. The
results can sometimes be rewarding and many times confirm
that the rules were made for a good reason.
As to how to take a good photo, how long is a piece of
string? Personally I have always liked and adapted the old
Hollywood method for shooting a movie scene – long shot,
mid shot, close up. This ensures that when you have chosen
what you think is a good position to take a photo you take
full advantage of it. As you zoom in the perspective and the
light can change dramatically. Also take a shot holding the
camera as high as possible, at eye level, waist level and as low
as possible. The hinged viewfinder I have on the camera is a
great asset, especially for low shots. Before its appearance, it
could mean lying on the ground, regardless of mud or water,
just in case there was a photo there that would be a picture
of perfection. Who says we artists will not suffer for our art?
I am a country boy at heart, hence the majority of
my pictures try to do justice to the magnificence of the
Shropshire countryside, but be aware dangers do exist
for the committed snapper. For some reason when you
are behind the lens of a camera you can really become
detached from the realities of danger when on a country
road. Photographing haymaking or wheat harvesting with
a combine heading straight for you while you are engrossed
in getting the best shot needs care. I always take the camera
away from my eye regularly to really gauge the actual
situation and ensure I do not become part of the year’s
harvest.
Happy and safe snapping.
Peter Steggles
All photos by the author
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Ten Years of Solar Panels and Carbon Footprinting
Solar Panels
he end of April 2020 saw us
complete 10 years with our solar
PV array on the roof. I have kept
daily records of the electricity generated, so
it’s interesting to review the performance over that period.
The array consists of seven Powerglaz SMT6 panels
manufactured by Romag, mounted on our roof at 40° and
facing due south, with a capacity of 1.61 kW peak power,
and a (rough) estimate of 1342 kWh generation per year.
The inverter is a Sunny Boy SB1700 made by SMA Solar
Technology AG. The installation has survived snow, ice and
high winds and has been entirely trouble free. Cleaning is
provided free of charge by rain.
The amount of electricity generated depends, of course,
on the amount of sunlight, and there are four variables:
1. The amount of cloud;
2. The seasonal variation in the angle of the sun and the
length of daylight;
3. The temperature: the panels operate more efficiently at
low temperatures;
4. The age of the panels: output is warranted to be not
less than 80% after 25 years.
The pattern of generation over the decade shows the
prediction to have been remarkably accurate: the annual
figures (in kWh) are:

T

1425.6, 1385.1, 1277.3, 1407.1, 1399.2, 1347.6,
1239.5, 1264.6, 1443.6, 1393.0 average = 1358.3
The seasonal pattern varies similarly from year to year,
and shows:
• That the spring (average 283 kWh for March-April) is
consistently sunnier than the corresponding autumn
period (average 213 kWh for September-October);
• That the four winter months (November-February)
have generated an average of 201 kWh, compared
with 661 kWh over the four summer months (MayAugust);
• That (perhaps surprisingly) the panels generate almost
a third as much electricity in the winter as in the
summer.
The figures show no uniform trend over the ten years.
No conclusions can be drawn from them about global
warming, since a rise in global temperatures does not in
itself increase the amount of sunlight, and in our Atlantic
seaboard climate can cause more cloud. (Having said that,
I note that the combined generation figures for April and
May 2020 are a whopping 403 kWh, compared with the
next highest of 355 kWh in 2017, 351 kWh in 2019 and
345 kWh in 2015.)
Carbon Footprinting
Calculating our carbon footprint each year tells us how
many tonnes of CO2e (“carbon dioxide equivalent” = CO2
+ other greenhouse gases) our household is putting into the
atmosphere and helps us to identify changes we can make.
It is calculated on the basis of our consumption of energy in
two main categories: in our home, for heating, lighting and
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other purposes; and in travel. This entails
keeping a record of the number of units
of electricity, gas, oil etc. we use, and
also our travel mileage by private car and
public transport.
The relevant figures are entered
into an on-line carbon footprint calculator which converts
them into tonnes of CO2e. A complication over the decade
has been that we have had to use three different on-line
calculators:
• *ActOn CO2, which was originally run by the
Government and then outsourced to another agency
until 2014, after which it ceased to exist;
• **Forest Credits from 2015 until 2017;
• ***Carbonfootprint.com from 2018.
Each calculator has a slightly different method of
converting the data into tonnes of CO2e; for example, Forest
Credits did not take into account the decarbonization of the
national electricity supply, whereas Carbonfootprint.com allows
us to enter the CO2e emissions factor for each individual
electricity supplier. So, in looking at our carbon footprint
over the decade, we are not always comparing like with like.
But we believe the figures are becoming more accurate, and
they show our direction of travel.
We live in Little Stretton where there is no natural
gas available, and our house is heated by oil. Our carbon
footprints (in tonnes) for a two-person household are as
follows:
Year

Home

Travel

Total

2010*

4.74

6.52

11.26

2011*

4.84

3.03

7.87

Flights Net of
flights
US
9.09
2.17
0
7.87

2012*

3.84

2.73

6.57

0

6.57

2013*

3.99

2.42

6.41

0

6.41

2014*

4.80

2.77

7.57

0

7.57

2015**

3.90

4.05

7.95

2016**

3.71

3.03

6.74

Europe 7.15
&IOM
0.8
0
6.74

2017**

3.31

4.69

8.00

2018***

3.91

6.68

10.59

2019***

3.52

2.49

6.01

2020***

3.70

6.21

9.91

Europe
x2
1.26
Cruise
3.6
Europe
x2
0.63
NZ
5.61

6.74
6.99
5.38
4.30

We buy our electricity from Ecotricity, which
sources its supplies exclusively from 100% renewable
generators including their own wind farms. By using the
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carbonfootprint.com calculator we can base our footprint
on this renewable source rather than on the grid average.
Allowing for times when the sun isn’t shining and the wind
isn’t blowing, we calculate this at 99gm/kWh rather than
zero (see below*), but this is still well below the national
average of 241 gm/kWh. Changing to a 100% renewable
supplier is one of the simplest and most effective ways of
reducing our carbon footprint.
The figures show that the most variable element in our
footprint is travel, especially flying. I have listed separately
the footprints for the flights (and one cruise) we have made,
to show:
• What a large difference these make, especially longhaul flights. They included flights to the US in 2010
for a family wedding, and a once-in-a-lifetime visit to
New Zealand in 2019.
• The years when there were no flights included several
journeys to Germany and Austria by train. A return
flight for two people from the UK to Munich produces
0.6 tonnes of CO2e, compared with 0.03 tonnes when
making the same journey by train.
• Separating out these journeys highlights the
importance of avoiding flying, and also shows the
downward trend of the other elements of our carbon
footprint.
The biggest single reduction came about through
replacing our diesel car with an electric car in 2018. Using

renewable electricity, this immediately reduced the carbon
footprint of our car from 2.3 tonnes to 0.9 tonnes.
The next biggest change we could make, but have
not yet done so, would be to change our oil-fired heating
system to an air-source heat pump. Since this would also
be powered by renewable electricity it could save up to a
further 3 tonnes of CO2.
Our own household carbon footprint compares with
the UK average of 6.5 tonnes of CO2e per person (i.e. 13
tonnes for a two-person household). The worldwide target
to combat climate change is 2 tonnes per person.
(* This assumes that three quarters of our electricity comes
from 100% renewable sources whose carbon emissions factor
(CEF) is zero, and one quarter from gas turbines whose CEF is
394 g/kWh.)
We all need to reduce our carbon footprints in order
to address climate change. Stretton Climate Care would be
delighted to help anyone in our local communities work
out your own household footprint and demonstrate the
methodology so that you can regularly update it yourself.
Please contact us using our contact form on the website or
our listed telephone number.
Mike and Liz Bourke, Little Stretton
(submitted by Jon Cooke
www.strettonclimatecare.org.uk
07528 493181)

Taking the Opportunity

I

n a time of crisis, we must think of
building for the future.
As we deal with the awful and
continuing Covid-19 pandemic, it is all
too easy to forget about the looming and
far worse climate crisis.
It is now 13 years since the Stern Review showed us the
unpalatable consequences of continuing along our “normal”
path; its conclusions have been reinforced, with increasing
urgency, by every reputable scientific report since then.
There is little time left.
Each of us has a part to play. But the crucial part is
played by governments. As the report’s Chair, Nicholas
Stern himself wrote: “A more secure, stable world, growing
strongly with a safe natural environment and with less
poverty is possible, but only if the world acts together and
follows sensible economic and social policies.”
What of our government? Its own independent
Committee on Climate Change has advised that the
government must seize the opportunity to turn the Covid19 crisis into a defining moment in the fight against
climate change. Its June report sets out comprehensive
recommendations, government department by government
department. As the CCC chairman, Lord Deben writes,
“The steps that the UK takes to rebuild from the Covid19 pandemic can accelerate the transition to a successful
and low-carbon economy and improve our climate
resilience. Choices that lock in emissions or climate risks are
unacceptable.”
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The full report can be read on: https://
www.theccc.org.uk/publication/reducinguk-emissions-2020-progress-report-toparliament/
If we care about our children and
grandchildren, we must raise our voices.
Stretton Climate Care is urging everyone to write to our
MP, Philip Dunne, urging him to press the government to
implement the Committee’s recommendations.
We cannot let slip the opportunity to build a better
world.
David Howard
Chair, Stretton Climate Care
To help you in composing your letter, the report
highlights to the Prime Minister five clear investment
priorities for the months ahead.
• Low-carbon retrofits and buildings that are fit for the
future
• Tree planting, peatland restoration, and green
infrastructure
• Energy networks must be strengthened
• Infrastructure to make it easy for people to walk, cycle,
and work remotely
• Moving towards a circular economy.
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Wet, Wet, Wet

A

degree of interest was shown in my summary of rainfall in 2019 so here is an update for the first half of 2020 – the
wild wetting continues! The blue bars on the chart represent the 20-year average for Church Stretton (ClimateData.org) and the red bars represent this year’s data for the first six months.
The conveyor belt of rain continued from the back end of 2019, including an enormous drenching in February, until
the jet stream moved north around March
18th and turned off the taps. In the 50 days
prior to March 18th we had 288mm whereas
the subsequent 70 days produced only 41mm.
The flooding, particularly in the Severn and
Wye catchments, quickly subsided and the clay
soil in my garden turned from gloop (technical
term) to concrete in a matter of days. In June
we had 115mm, some 95% above average,
courtesy of some chunky showers and storms.
The first half of 2020 totalled 513mm,
about 35% above the 20-year average.
In 46 years of (almost) daily weather
recording I have not experienced such extreme
variations as the last 12 months have delivered
to us.
For anybody interested in the daily rainfall
recordings contact me for a spreadsheet for
2020 (also 2019).
Finally, has anyone managed to fit evapotranspiration onto a Scrabble board yet?
David Maddocks dvdmaddocks@protonmail.com

Summer Quiz Answers
Science and Nature
1. Parliament
2. Nitrogen
3. Venus
4. Dragonflies
5. Asia
6. Geese
7. J
8. Chromosomes
9. Leveret
10. Alexander Fleming

Sport
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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Geography
1. Alabama and Wyoming
2. Tokyo (2020 pop 37 million)
3. Atlantic
4. a) Tallinn
5. Laos
6. Ceylon
7. c) Dogger
8. Istanbul (Europe and Asia)
9. Caspian Sea
10. Dubai, United Arab Emirates
(the Burj Khalifa)

NHL ice hockey
Wimbledon
Nico Rosberg
13
22 (15 reds, 6 colours and the
white cue ball)
Football goals
Baseball
3
Sir Bradley Wiggins with 8
medals in total: 5 gold, 1 silver,
2 bronze. (Fellow cyclists Sir
Chris Hoy and Jason Kenny
each have 6 gold medals and 1
silver)
Tourist Trophy

Film, TV and Literature
1. Peter Robinson
2. Michelle Obama
3. Aslan
4. Lone Pine series by Malcolm Saville
5. The Green Green Grass (set in
Shropshire)
6. Walmington-on-Sea
7. The Italian Job
8. Harry Potter
9. a) Bugs Bunny (Warner Bros
character, the other three are Disney)
10. On Her Majesty’s Secret Service

General Knowledge
1. Spinach
2. Diana
3. Lawn mower
4. 4 inches
5. Titantic (White Star Line’s Olympic-class
passenger liners)
6. Prince Louis (the succession order is Charles,
William, George, Charlotte, Louis)
7. Universal Serial Bus
8. Pineapple, coconut, rum
9. Leo
10. Queen Victoria
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Church Stretton
Taxis
Mervyn Price
Local pick-ups, Long or
short runs, Airport transfers.
Any job considered.

Call 07487 650889
Email: mervprice@
btinternet.com
www.churchstrettontaxi.com
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The Living History of Church Stretton’s Coppice Woods

T

he woodlands around Church Stretton are a
particular distinction of this beautiful place –
they provide the town with a very special setting.
In spring, they come alive with flowering plants on the
woodland floor. Beginning with snowdrops, wood anemone,
wood sorrel, lesser celandine, bluebells, primroses and wild
garlic gradually appear. At this time of the year the trees are
in full leaf and the woods are alive with birdsong.
When you wander through these green spaces, you
may be excused for thinking that they are entirely natural.
However, most woods have been managed for many
hundreds of years. Natural, unplanted woodland usually
referred to as ‘ancient semi-natural woodland’ now only
represents about 3% of Shropshire’s wooded area. Ancient
semi-natural woodland is a term used to describe land that
has been wooded since AD1600, as prior to that time most
of our woodland was unplanted. Another reason is that the
early 17th century saw the introduction of fairly accurate
maps and plans which depicted areas of woodland. Hence,
a wood shown on a 17th Century map is likely to have been
there for many years before the map was drawn and is more
likely to be an unplanted, rather than a planted wood.
Today we regard woodland as an amenity – somewhere
to walk and relax, to recharge our batteries; places to see
interesting plants and wildlife. However, if we were to turn
the clock back just 100 years, we would see woodland quite
differently – as a workplace, with all manner of craftsmen
making things from wood right in the midst of the woods.
If we turned the clock back still further in time, to the
Middle Ages, we might find ourselves in a wood populated
by woodcutters and domestic livestock. To our medieval
forebears, wood was a vital necessity of life, being second
only to food. Wood was the raw material from which
houses, carts, tool handles, domestic utensils, furniture,
fencing and numerous everyday artefacts were made.
Woodlands also provided a source of fuel for cooking and
heating and they were so important that many were legally
protected. Much of what we know about the history of our
woodlands comes from written records of the manor courts.
These documents catalogue the often harsh punishments
handed down to the hapless individuals who cut trees
without permission, stole wood and timber or allowed
animals to graze in woodlands without permission.

A present-day working hazel coppice in South Shropshire
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It is no exaggeration to say that the medieval economy
ran on wood and therefore a continuous supply was
essential to sustain it. This was achieved by coppicing the
trees, an ancient practice that can be traced back to the
Neolithic period, some 5,000 years ago. When the ‘Sweet
Track’ was discovered in the Somerset Levels, archaeologists
recognised a structure that was made from coppiced hazel
stems. Most of our native broadleaved tree species have the
capacity to grow new stems from cut stumps. Coppicing
exploits this natural property as trees are periodically cut
down to a stump (called a ‘stool’) and then left for a period
of years to allow the stems to regrow.

Old coppice stools like these in Hazler Wood can be seen in
many of Church Stretton’s woods
From the 15th Century until the late 19th Century,
coppicing was employed to provide a continuous supply
of wood – an early example of what we would call today
‘sustainable management’. Small trees, or ‘underwood’, cut
on a short rotation of between five and 25 years provided
wood for fuel and raw materials. A number of trees, known
as ‘standards’, which were left uncut during the coppice
cycle were allowed to grow on to maturity to become
constructional timber or, in those parts of the country
nearer to the coast, the raw materials for naval shipwrights.
Other products from coppiced woodland included oak
bark for the tanneries and fuelwood for the glassmakers.
Coppicing rejuvenated the woods and contributed to
the local economy. It also periodically let light into the
woodland and created the conditions which favoured the
wild plants and the insects and birds that depend upon
them.
If you study a local map you will see that many of
the woods around Church Stretton are named ‘Coppice’.
For example, to the east of the town, you will find
Gough’s Coppice and Phila’s Coppice (now in the care of
the Woodland Trust). Elsewhere you will find Caradoc
Coppice, Plocks Coppice, Park Coppice and others.
Coppicing in the woods around Church Stretton not only
fulfilled a local need for firewood, but also provided the raw
materials for charcoal-making – the vital fuel for smelting
iron until 1760 when Abraham Darby developed a method
of producing pig iron in a blast furnace fuelled by coke
rather than charcoal and started the Industrial Revolution
at Coalbrookdale.
Church Stretton’s Coppice Woods – continued
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When you walk through many local woods you can still
see the hand of woodcutters from centuries ago. In coppice
woods that have not been cut for 50 years or more the old
coppice stools have grown into multi-stemmed trees. Some
of these are now huge.

These old coppiced oak stools are now large trees
Our woodlands are as historic as our ancient buildings
and still need the careful management they have received
down the centuries. They are a book to be read and enjoyed
along with the attendant wildlife they support. Go and
enjoy them.
Ian Dormor

Cudwell Meadow
Update

I

am writing this on National
Meadows Day – an opportunity
to celebrate wildflower meadows
– though also sobering in that only
3% of these habitats remain in the UK. It is a good day
to update you on our newly launched funding appeal to
buy Cudwell Meadow as a community asset. We have
reached £4,000 thus far out of the £25,000 we need
to purchase the meadow. Many thanks for all those
who have already contributed funds and volunteered
their time. A very encouraging start and we are most
appreciative of all the interest and support. Please continue
to spread the word. Full details are available at: https://
middlemarchescommunitylandtrust.org.uk/land/cudwellmeadow/
The clue is often in the name
Over 130 different plant species have so far been found in
Cudwell Meadow; not bad for less than 3 acres. No doubt
some more will be found as the seasons change. Why such
variety? The main reason is inundation; the number of
months that different parts of the meadow are under water
in a typical year. And this, as you’d expect, follows the
contours of the meadow.

South Shropshire Inter Faith

E

arlier this week I received an email from a friend in
America the opening sentence of which began,
“This nation is in tatters”. We will have looked
on with horror at the arrest and killing of George Floyd in
Minneapolis. In SSIF we stand in solidarity with peaceful
protest and with the struggle of peoples across the world
against systemic racism and injustice, especially in a country
that aspires to moral leadership.
As people of faith, this shock has been compounded
by a photograph of the American President holding a
Bible outside a Church talking about American greatness.
This had only taken place after Police had cleared peaceful
protestors from the area with tear gas. The President’s action
has been condemned by many religious leaders of different
faiths, including the Bishop with oversight of the Church
where the pictures were taken.
We call on our members to pray and work for a
de-escalation of all violence and a just resolution to the
deep-rooted racism and injustice across the world. At
this moment in time, we think particularly of the USA,
where not long ago there was renewed hope for leadership
in tackling inequality but we now see abruptly exposed a
deeply flawed and hurting society.
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”
Dr Martin Luther King Jr.
David Wiseman
Chair South Shropshire Inter Faith
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Cudwell Meadow Species Diversity
Some areas are wet 8-12 months of the year, and there
you find floating sweet grass, water forget-me-not, water
mint, hemlock water dropwort and fool’s watercress. Other
areas are seasonally underwater for 4-8 months; that is
where many of the plant names for obvious reasons begin
with ‘marsh’; marsh marigold, marsh cudweed, marsh
foxtail, marsh yellow-cress and marsh bedstraw.
Some parts are on ground just a metre or two higher.
These rarely flood and here we find species typical of
a hay meadow; meadow foxtail, rough meadow-grass,
meadowsweet, field forget-me-not. The edges of the
meadow rise into woodland; so, it is no surprise to find
wood forget-me-not, wood sage and wood sedge there.
Isabel and Mike Carter
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Churches in the Strettons
ANGLICAN CHURCH (The United Parish of St Laurence, Church Stretton, with St Michael & All Angels, All
Stretton, and All Saints, Little Stretton) Rector: Rev’d Steve Johnson (Tel: 722585)
Website: www.strettonparish.org.uk
Sunday Services
Holy Communion (a quiet reflective service) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00 am
Morning Worship
Holy Communion every Sunday, except Morning Prayer on 4th Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Refreshments in Parish Centre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.20 until 11.05 am
Informal Service (Communion on 4th Sunday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.15 am
All ages 1st Sunday; children go out to groups other Sundays
Crèche facilities provided with this service every Sunday
Groups for children and youth groups on all but 1st Sunday, when all ages stay together
Evening Worship. (On 4th Sunday Holy Communion with special prayers for Healing). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 pm
Hot Chocolate Club - For all pupils in Church Stretton School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mondays 12.30 - 1.15 pm
Oasis - For pupils in years 7-9 in Church Stretton School who would like to explore faith. Tuesdays 12.30 - 1.15 pm
Youthzone - Sunday mornings during 11.05 service for 11-16yrs (except 1st Sunday in month); Meet in Church
Young people (11+): Contact the Office on 724224 or Sally Clilverd: sally@strettonparish.org.uk
Weekday Activities: Many house groups and activities are held throughout the week. Contact the Parish Office
for details or see church notice boards or leaflets in church.
Thursdays: Holy Communion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.30 am
All Saints, Little Stretton. A traditional Sunday Service is held each Sunday
Week 1:
Evening Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 pm
Weeks 2, 4 and 5: Holy Communion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
Week 3:
Morning Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
St Michael’s & All Angels, All Stretton (Local Ecumenical Partnership with URC) Contact: 724224
Sunday Services
Week 1: Morning Worship
10.30 am
Week 2: Holy Communion (Anglican)
10.30 am
Week 3: Morning Worship
10.30 am
Week 4: Holy Communion (URC)
10.30 am
Week 5: Holy Communion (Traditional Anglican)
10.30 am
The Parish Office is in the Parish Centre, Church St. (Tel: 724224).
Open 9am to 12.30pm Monday to Friday
Secretary: Jo Aze. Email: office@strettonparish.org.uk
METHODIST CHURCH Minister: Rev’d David Lavender (Tel: 07968 093608)
Website: www.churchstretton-methodistchurch.org.uk
Hall bookings: Carole Coles (Tel: 724958)
Sunday Services
Morning Service
10.30 am
Weekday Activities: Mondays: Craft and Conversation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00am - 12.00noon
2nd Tuesday in month: Wives and Friends group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30 pm
Wednesdays: Prayer Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30 - 2.00pm
Wednesdays: Network . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.30 pm
Wednesdays: Babies and toddlers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 am
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS) Co-clerks: Lesley Richards and Charles West (Tel: 722068)
Email: csqm@gorswen.co.uk
Sundays: Meetings for Worship in the Silvester Horne Committee Room; Children on 4th Sunday in month . 10.30 am
For details of home discussion groups please telephone the Clerks.
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH Priest: Canon Jonathan Mitchell (Tel: 01694 658091)
St Milburga’s, Church Stretton
Email: stmilburga@gmail.com
Sunday:
Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.15 am
Wednesday - Friday: Daily Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Saturday:
Evening Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 pm
Catholic Women’s League meets on the 2nd Thursday of each month following the morning Mass at 9.30.
St Walburga’s, Plowden
Sunday Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
UNITED REFORMED CHURCH Minister: (vacant)
Website: churchstretton.urc.org.uk
Sunday Services
Worship, with Activity Club for children, followed by refreshments in the church hall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.30 am
(On the 1st Sunday in month worship includes Holy Communion)
Weekday Activities
Mondays:
(Week 1) Ladies’ Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.30 pm
Wednesdays:
(Week 1) Ladies’ Link . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30 pm
Wednesdays:
Half hour meeting for prayer and discussion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Church Contact: Tel: 722123; Email: urcchurchstretton@gmail.com; Room hire: Tel: 722092
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Clubs and Societies in Church Stretton with names of Secretary and contact details
Allotment Gardens Association
All Stretton Village Hall
All Stretton History Society
All Stretton Village Society
Alzheimers Carer’s Support (Mayfair)
Amnesty, Church Stretton Group
Ancient Greek Study Group
Archers, Long Mynd
Army Cadet Force
Arthritis Support Group
ArtsAlive (Church Stretton)
Arts Festival, Church Stretton & South Shropshire
Badminton Club (Monday 8-10pm)
Badminton Club (Junior and Adult, Wednesday)
Beacon (Activities and Care at Mayfair)
Books (Mayfair Shop)
Book Sales (Mayfair/Rotary)
Bowling Club, Church Stretton Probus
Bowling Club, Indoor
Bowling Club, Ladies’
Breathing Space (Singing for health and wellbeing)
Bridge Club (Thursday 1-5pm, All Stretton Vlge Hall)
Bridleways Association, Long Mynd and District
Brownies, Church Stretton
Busy Bees Preschool
Camera Club, Long Mynd
Cancer Research UK
Cancer Support Group, Stretton
Chamber of Trade, Church Stretton
Chess Club, Church Stretton
Choral Society, Stretton
Churches Together
Church Stretton School Theatre
Citizens Advice Bureau
Civic Society, The Strettons
Civil Service Retirement Fellowship, C S Group
Climate Care, Stretton
Country Market (ex WI)
Credit Union
Cricket Club
Croquet Club
Cub Scouts, Longmynd (Tuesday Pack)
Cub Scouts, Longmynd (Wednesday Pack)
Darts, Church Stretton and District League
Dementia Carers’ Support
Dominoes, Church Stretton and District League
Dramatic Society, All Stretton Amateur
Explorer Scouts
Extend (Gentle Exercise) Mayfair
Fitness Instructor
Fitness for the Young at Heart
Flicks in the Sticks (All Stretton)
Flicks in the Sticks (Church Stretton)
Football Club, Church Stretton Town
Football Club, Magpies (5-16 years old)
Football Club, Stretton Red Rovers (6-15 years old)
Friends of Church Stretton Library
Gardening Club, Acton Scott
Gardening Club, Church Stretton & District
Gliding, Midlands Gliding Club Ltd
Golf Club
Good Neighbours Care Group
Guiding, 2nd Church Stretton
Hockey Club, Stretton Juniors (5-15 years old)
Hope Bowdler Hand Bell Ringers
Horse Show, Church Stretton
Interfaith Forum, South Shropshire
Inner Wheel Club, Church Stretton
Judo, Junior
Karate Club
Keep Fit, Stretton
Languages Group
Lesbian & Bisexual Women, Border Women Social Group
Line Dancing
Lions Club, Middle Marches
Local History Group
Long Mynd Adventure Camp
Martial Arts, Freestyle
Masonic Lodge (Caer Caradoc)
Masonic Lodge (Longmynd)
Maysi Project
Methodist Church Network Group
Mothers’ Union, Church Stretton
Music: Strettons Classical Music Group
Ornithological Society, Stretton Branch
Parish Paths Partnership
Parkinson’s UK
Photography, Marches Independent
Pilates (exercise)
Pride of Place, Church Stretton
Probus, Strettondale
Rail User’s Association, Church Stretton
Radio Control Model Club, Church Stretton
RAF Roundel Club
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Alan Mileson
723999
Liz Cinnamon
07790 527673
Ruth Grafton
723187
Caroline Crump
723283
Jackie Pennington
722077
Barbara Parnell
720040
David Langslow
723538
Sue Williamson
722767
Lt Wheelden
01743 231779
Ann Bednall
724804
Michael Walker
720132
Gloria Carter
724106
Mike Rounsefell
724162
Alan Fox
725588
Joy King
722077
Tony Crowe
723292
Sue Hird
724235
Glyn Morgan
722388
Alan Mileson
723999
Mrs M Paine
722489
Kate Buttolph
720358
Dom Wilson
723128
Lynn Townsend
722667
Judy Russell
724056
Church Stretton School
722209
Amanda Page
Sue Toghill
722713
Lesley McIntyre
723427
Stuart Wright
722237
Tom Williamson
722767
Ru Trew
724297
Lesley Richards
722068
Alan Fox
725588
c/o Mayfair
722077
Charles Simmonds
724117
John Brewer
722965
David Howard
722904
Ann Lloyd
07889 143057
c/o Mayfair
722077
Todd Cornehls
07807 160860
Fane Conant
722610
Jane Wrench
723923
Andrew Spurling
723429
Mark Davies (Verd)
07588 517955
Emma Wilde
01743 341800
Martin Salisbury
723253
Eric Huff
723706
Angie Walshaw
723477
Nicola Daniels
722077
Pam Allsop
723899
Pam Allsop
723899
Kate Latchford
723378
Eric and Lesley Brown
724330
Nick Cole
724362
07816 686139
Martin Watts
723543
Sheila Davies
723455
Terri Clegg
781572
Evelyn Dapling
723648
Office
01588 650206
James Townsend
722281
Office
724242
Jane Hurst
771622
Martin Watts
723543
Ruth Jenkins
724919
Sarah Davies
771370
Canon Noel Beattie
725530
Anne Tipper
771808
Roger Houston
01743 358415
Dave Shephard
724212
Lisa Ryan
751369
David Langslow
723538
Dave Bishop
Brian Dawson
Madeline Haigh
Peter Jenkins
Graham Williams
Charles Hennell
Janet Williams
Stella Jandrell
Diana Coles
Barbara Hall
David John
John Goyne
Heather Broughton
Geoff Taylor
Sandra Liebrecht
Trevor Halsey
Alan Stockbridge
Alison Bradley
Tim Goodwin
John L Davies

07527 264846
01584 831508
723627
724919
07852 961675
07939 109726
01584 856716
722077
724531
723548
724578
724772
723914
01743 718174
723301
781660
722317
722138
720392
724703

amileson@lineone.net
www.allstrettonvillagehall.org.uk
janegra@waitrose.com
carolinecrump68@icloud.com
[Monthly, 2nd Friday, 2.00pm] www.mayfaircentre.org
stretlang@gmail.com
sue@chelmickforge.co.uk
info.shropshireacf@rfca.org.uk
gwab25@gmail.com
fontenay1@btinternet.com
carter555@f2s.com
midiblue@tiscali.co.uk
alandavidfox@live.co.uk
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
smhird@btinternet.com
crocrus2@tiscali.co.uk
amileson@lineone.net
kate@playonperformingarts.co.uk
www.bridgewebs.com/churchstretton
davejudy1@googlemail.com
secretary@longmyndcameraclub.co.uk
susantoghill@outlook.com
tswilliamson337@gmail.com
strettonchoral@gmail.com; www.strettonchoral.org.uk
or 07977 060303; alandavidfox@live.co.uk
(Mayfair) [Thursdays] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
candp.simmonds@googlemail.com
or (01694) 731274
(Mayfair) [Wednesdays] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
toddcornehls@hotmail.com
fanesue@aol.com; www.churchstrettoncroquet.org.uk
janewrench2@gmail.com
aspurling@btinternet.com
verddavies72@gmail.com
mail@plush-hill.co.uk
angiewalshaw@hotmail.com
[Thursday mornings] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
pamallsop@churchway.plus.com
pamallsop@churchway.plus.com
terri@artsalive.co.uk
ec.brown@btinternet.com
nick@eloc.eclipse.co.uk
enquiries@csmfc.co.uk
contact@redrovers.org.uk
www.strettonlibraryfriends.org.uk
actonscottgc@gmail.com
evedapling@waitrose.com
office@midlandgliding.club
secretary@churchstrettongolfclub.co.uk
janehurst77@hotmail.co.uk
mlwatts@yahoo.co.uk
daviesblackhurst@aol.com
anne.tipper@gmail.com
RogerHoustonJudo@aol.com
daveshepard1379@gmail.com
stretlang@gmail.com
borderwomen.net
southerncrossldc@gmail.com
thefirs38@btinternet.com
csalhg@outlook.com
freestylemartiaarts.com/stretton
caercaradoclodge@gmail.com
charles@hennell.net; www.longmyndlodge.org.uk
information@mayfaircentre.org.uk
daj1956scp@btinternet.com
dalison@hotmail.co.uk
johngoyne@btinternet.com
parky@twood.net
gtaylor.photo@btinternet,com
selenaorme@yahoo.co.uk
trevorhalsey@btinternet.com
alan.stockbridge@btinternet.com
www.strettonrailusers.org.uk
tmgdwn@gmail.com
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Rainbows, Church Stretton
Ramblers, The South Shropshire Group
Rangers (Girl Guides) Church Stretton Group
Readers Group at the Library
RNLI
Rotary Club of Church Stretton
Royal British Legion
Rugby Club, Church Stretton Samurai
Rushbury and Cardington WI
Save the Children
Scottish Dancers, Stretton
Scouts, 2nd Longmynd Group
Scrappies - Shropshire Children’s Scrapstore
Shropshire Strummers
Singers, The More Singers
Singers, Stretton Community
Soaring Association, Long Mynd (model gliders)
Soaring Club, Long Mynd (Hangliding & paragliding)
Stepping Stones Nursery
Stretton Players
Stroke Group, Church Stretton and District
Swing Band, Stretton
Table Tennis, Church Stretton
Table Tennis, Leebotwood
Table Tennis, Rushbury
T’ai Chi
Taiko Drumming
Taoist Tai Chi, Longmynd
Teme Leisure
Tennis Club
Theatre & Concert Group, Stretton
Thursday Lunch Club (Ley Gardens)
Traidcraft (fairly traded goods)
Tree Group, Church Stretton
Tuesday Day Centre, Church Stretton
United Nations Association, C S Branch
University of the Third Age (U3A)
Upright and Active (falls prevention strength & balance)
Walking for Health
Walking Football
Wildlife Group, SACWG, Community
Wildlife Trust, Strettons Branch
Women’s Group, Church Stretton 1990
Women’s Institute, CS Marmaladies WI
Women’s Inst., Rushbury and Cardington
Women’s Institute, All Stretton
Yoga (Mayfair)
Youth @ St Laurence’s

Mary Procter
Darren
Ana Ireland
Felicity
Brian Bradley
Pat Stokessmith
Les Mackey
Martyn Longhurst
Kaye Smith
Ann Hurst
David Thomas
Terry Davies

723469
07837 021138
723390
722535
722138
723189
724992

771554
771622
722107
723477
328508
Adrian Thomas
724657
Deborah Croom-Johnson 07495 112795
Kate Buttolph
07974 382989
Tim Goodwin
720392
Tim Dunn
01588 672919
Anne Arkwright
722341
Simon Cleaton
07510 390981
Hilary Parker
723419
Jamie Wrench
723923
Leisure Centre
720051
Will Priestley
724223
Ian Pennington
771410
Marc Lacey
722077
James Barrow
720169
Jo Lendon
01743 369787
Sue Wells
720051
Claire Hatfield
720123
Jenny or Graham Heath
722216
Margaret Hamer
722407
Maureen Clow
722000
Hilary Hymas
723208
Liz Evans
328612
Ruth Davies
724304
Lesley Brown
724330
c/o Mayfair
722077
Nicola Daniels
722077
Ken Willis
328514
Penny Bienz
724853
Wally Blake
724040
Jaki Moores
722940
Carol Greswell
07803 581580
Kaye Smith
771554
Heather Hathaway
722537
c/o Mayfair
722077
Sally Clilverd
724224

mgprocter@btinternet.com
anaireland001@gmail.com
churchstretton.library@shropshire.gov.uk
b.glenmoar@gmail.com
patstokessmith@hotmail.com
sulesmackey@btinternet.com
martynlonghurst@hotmail.com
ann.hurst46@gmail.com
mrterrydavies@hotmail.com
info@scrappies.org
adrianuke@googlemail.com
Annturner512@hotmail.com
kate@playonperformingarts.co.uk
info@lmsa.org.uk www.lmsa.org.uk
coaching@longmynd.org
strettonplayers@gmail.com
jamie.wrench@lineone.net
ianpennington133@btinternet.com
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
James@taikowest.com
jolendon@hotmail.co.uk
info@teme-leisure.co.uk
mail@strataassociates.co.uk
heath@knollcrest.co.uk; strettontheatreandconcert.net
(or Dawn Longmore 722328)
hilaryhymas7@gmail.com
daviescs@btinternet.com
u3asites.org.uk/churchstretton/contact
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
gordonwillis@go-plus.net
sacwg@shropscwgs.org.uk
ganjax@btinternet.com
marmaladieswi@gmail.com
kayerubetta.smith@btinternet.com
allstrettonwi@gmail.com
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
sally@strettonparish.org.uk

Additions and corrections to this list should be addressed to: The Editor, Stretton Focus, by email: editor@strettonfocus.co.uk

Church Stretton Town Councillors

Town Clerk: Danny Chetwood RFO: Beverley Clarke Office Hours: Monday to Friday 10.00am - 1.00pm and 2.00 - 4.30pm
Council Office: 60 High Street, Church Stretton SY6 6BY. Tel: 722113, Fax: 723608. email: secretary@churchstretton-tc.gov.uk
South Ward
North Ward
Little Stretton Ward
Mark Morris
722741
David Wilks
723139 Mike Walker (Deputy Mayor) 720132
Hilary Claytonsmith 781666
Michael Braid
723364 Colin Carson
722784
Lee Chapman
723965 or 07458 117559 Bob Welch (Mayor)
722998 All Stretton Ward
Hilary Luff
724270
Nicola Carter
07581 300498 Richard Hickman
722006 or 07944 505146
Lyn Antill
07734 294909
Sandra Baker
724394
Shropshire (Unitary) Councillors for the Area
David Evans
01588 672179
email: david.evans@shropshire.gov.uk
Lee Chapman
723965 or 07458 117559 email: Lee.chapman@shropshire.gov.uk, Leechapman.cstc@gmail.com (for CS tc business)
MP for Ludlow Constituency: Philip Dunne, 54 Broad St, Ludlow, SY8 1GP, 01584 872187.
StrettonDale Local Joint Committee (Details pending)
Responsibilities for Public Services
Domestic rubbish: Shropshire Council
0345 678 9007
Street cleaning: Shropshire Council
0345 678 9006
Electricity power failure:
105
Gas emergencies
0800 111999
Last collection at Family Shopper letter box Weekdays 6.00pm, Saturdays 12.00 noon, No collection Sundays and Bank Holidays
Some useful numbers
Medical Centre
Church Stretton School
722209
appointments and general enquiries 722127
St Lawrences C of E Primary School
722682
out of hours
111
Sports and Leisure Centre (Teme Leisure)
720051
NHS Choices
111
Church Stretton Library
722535
Ring and Ride
720025
South Shropshire Furniture Scheme
01584 877751
Shropshire Council (Shrewsbury)
0345 678 9000
Domestic Abuse Helpline: 0800 783 1359 - 24hr support
Visitor Information Centre and Shropshire Customer First Point: 723133
South Shropshire Housing Association: 0300 3031190 (Housing and Support)
Police - Non emergency only 101, Emergency 999
Local Police Team Message Service (not to be used for crime or emergencies): 01743 264773 or csca.snt@westmercia.pnn.police.uk
Safer Neighbourhood Team (SNT): Inspector Nicola Roberts [223695]: Tel 101 ext 4630; Sergeant Kapil Pindoria [21284]: Tel 101 ext 66601
Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs):
Lisa Thomas [226064]: 07870 163208; David Baron [226417]: 07870 163156; Julia St-John Martin [224002]: 07870 163199
Neighbourhood Watch Crime stoppers: 0800 555 111. Twitter: @SouthShropCops
Police Station now closed, but there is a 24 hour telephone service there connected to another centre.
Support at Mayfair Community Centre - run by the Community for the Community 722077
For activities and support groups at Mayfair, please refer to the entries under ‘Clubs and Societies’ and to their advertisement.
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Stretton Directory: Index to Advertisers
Accommodation
see Hotels, B&B, Self Catering
Accountants and Bookkeeping
James, Holyoak & Parker ......... 16
RLW Accountants ..................... 16
Architects, Town Planning
Christopher Roscoe Assocs ..... 16
Strata Associates ...................... 16

Cleaning and House Care
Cleanrite Services .................... 13
In Depth Cleaning ..................... 13
Shaw Clean .............................. 13
Shropshire Sweep .................... 13
Stanton Sweeps ....................... 13
Stretton Cleaning ...................... 13
Clothes
Entertaining Elephants ............. 25

Bathrooms
see Kitchens, Bathrooms

Coaches
Caradoc Coaches ..................... 41

Beauty, Slimming
see Hairdressers, Health, Beauty

Community Centre
Mayfair ...................................... 19

Bed & Breakfast, Self Catering
see Hotels, B&B, Self Catering

Computing, Graphic and Web
Design
Jason Gough ............................ 49
Nic Sansom .............................. 49
Stretton Internet ........................ 49
Webbex Technical Services ...... 49

Bookshop
Burway Books........................... 54
Builders, Plant & Equipment
A J Lewis-Price ......................... 36
A Morgan .................................. 35
A P Property Services............... 35
A.2.Z Construction .................... 31
Ben Homden............................. 35
David Spencer .......................... 31
E J & G J Groom ...................... 36
Farmer Plant Services .............. 35
Gary Paris................................. 35
Joe Drury .................................. 31
John Hammond ........................ 36
K J Morris ................................. 35
Mark Terry................................. 31
Morris Maintenance .................. 35
Paul Tinsley .............................. 36
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 31
Ryder Home Improvements...... 35
Sherratt Builders ....................... 36
SMM ......................................... 35
Town & Country Roofing ........... 31
Cafés
see Restaurants, Cafés, Pubs
Calor Gas
A & B Smith .............................. 53
Cards and Gifts
Entertaining Elephants ............. 25
Stretton Print & Supplies .......... 49
Care - Homes and At Home
Bluebird Care............................ 23
Morris Care ............................... 23
Carpenters & Joiners
E J & G J Groom ...................... 36
J R Callwood ............................ 36
John Hammond ........................ 36
Mark Terry................................. 31
Paul Forrester ........................... 36
Carpets
Abbey Carpets .......................... 53
Catteries and Kennels
see Pet Food, Pet Care
Chemist
Hillside Pharmacy ..................... 57
Child Care
Hilary’s Childcare...................... 16
Chiropodists
Caroline Crump ........................ 57
Crown Podiatry ......................... 57

Cycle Repairs
Go Cycling ................................ 57
Decorators
see Painters, Decorators
DIY & Hardware
Cyril Bason Hardware................. 9
Stretton DIY ................................ 9
The Door Knocker Company ...... 9
Domestic Appliances & Repairs
A & B Smith .............................. 53
Continental Fireplaces .............. 53
Norman Jones .......................... 53
Electrical Services, Lighting
Boxall’s Electrician.................... 54
Charles Ephraim ....................... 54
M C Electrical ........................... 54
Stephen Morgan ....................... 54
Wheatley Electrical ................... 54
Estate Agents
Howie Kent ............................... 44
Miller Evans .............................. 44
Wrights Estate Agents .............. 44
Financial Services & Insurance
Caleb Roberts........................... 29
Crown Wealth Management ..... 29
NFU Mutual .............................. 16
Philippa Gee ............................. 29
Wrights Yorkshire Building Soc. 29
Fine Art Restoration
Stretton Fine Art Restoration .... 53
Florist
John R Thomas ........................ 54
Food, Delicatessen
Entertaining Elephants ............. 25
van doesburg’s ......................... 25
Funeral Arrangements
A S Morris and Son................... 19
South Shropshire Remembrance
Park .......................................... 41
Furniture Restoration
J R Callwood ............................ 36
Garage Services
Burway Garage......................... 41
Central Garage ......................... 41
MOT Clinic ................................ 41
Garden Design, Services,
Supplies
Ben Carter ................................ 64
Ben Homden............................. 35
Church Stretton Tree Surgery... 64
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Stretton DIY ................................ 9
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Middletons ................................ 41
Shampers ................................. 41
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Amanda Bedding ...................... 60
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Mayfair ...................................... 19
Will Southee ............................. 60
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Burway Books........................... 54
Debbie Cawte ........................... 25
Karen Moore ............................. 25
Philip Hooper .............................. 9
Sparkle Balloons....................... 54
The Prolific Crafter.................... 53
Home & Garden
Sparkle Balloons....................... 54
The Garden Room .................... 54
The Prolific Crafter.................... 53

Outdoor Clothing and
Equipment
The Outdoor Depot ................... 57
Painters & Decorators
Andrew Webster ......................... 9
D R Tipton................................... 9
E B Jones ................................... 9
G H Jones & Son ........................ 9
Paul Forrester ........................... 36
Roger Lucas ............................... 9
Pest Control
Chris Sansom ........................... 64
Keith Warrington ....................... 64
Pet Food and Pet Care
John R Thomas ........................ 54
Netley Kennels ......................... 29
Pharmacy
Hillside Pharmacy ..................... 57
Physiotherapists
Chris Turner .............................. 57
Marion Murdoch........................ 57
Physio Pilates ........................... 57
Piano Tuner and Repairs
Philip Hooper .............................. 9
Plumbers, Heating
A P Property Services............... 35
Gary Paris................................. 35
Homefix .................................... 19
J Morris ..................................... 23
John Hammond ........................ 36
K & J Davies Gas Services....... 19
Lee Brown ................................ 23
Morris Maintenance .................. 35
Peter Floyd ............................... 19
Ryder Home Improvements...... 35
SMM ......................................... 35
Whitfield Plumbing .................... 23
Whiting Heating ........................ 19

Home Furnishings
Abbey Carpets .......................... 53
Louise Watney .......................... 53

Printing, Copying, Photo
Products
Craven Design & Print .............. 49
Marshbrook Print ...................... 49
Stretton Print & Supplies .......... 49

Hotels, B&B and Self Catering
Eaton Manor ............................. 13
Mynd House ............................. 13
Willowbatch .............................. 13

Restaurants, Cafés, Pubs
Berry’s ...................................... 25
Royal Oak, Cardington ............. 25
The Loft .................................... 25

House and Garden Clearance
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 31

Shopping Services
Vindicus .................................... 25

Insurance
see Financial Services, Insurance

Skip Hire
John Stephens Services ........... 64
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 31

Keep Fit
see Health, Therapies, Keep Fit
Kennels
see Pet Food, Pet Care
Kitchens, Bathrooms
A J Lewis-Price ......................... 36
A.2.Z Construction .................... 31
Homefix .................................... 19
John Hammond ........................ 36
Lee Brown ................................ 23
Mark Terry................................. 31
Paul Forrester ........................... 36
Ryder Home Improvements...... 35
SMM ......................................... 35
Logs & Charcoal
Kevin Fryer ............................... 64
Mobility
Stretton Mobility Store .............. 19
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Solicitors
FBC Manby Bowdler................. 44
PCB Solicitors........................... 44
Storage
Craven Self-Storage ................. 25
Self-Storage Containers ........... 25
Sweep
Shropshire Sweep .................... 13
Stanton Sweeps ....................... 13
Taxi
Church Stretton Taxis ............... 41
Tree Surgery
Church Stretton Tree Surgery... 64
Watches, Batteries, Straps
The Outdoor Depot ................... 57
Window Cleaning
Handyman Services ................. 13
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Jason Gough
computing services

Hardware - Software
Consultancy
Repairs - Installation - Support
For Business and Home users
Over 20 Year’s Experience in the IT Industry

Contact Jason Gough on 01694 724752
Email: jason.gough@jg-compservices.com
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Marches Grow Local
Group seeks to boost links between local producers and
buyers
he Coronavirus pandemic has shown the
vulnerability of our food supply and highlighted
issues of food access in a time of crisis, particularly
for the elderly and vulnerable in our communities. For
many, this has resulted in changes to the way we shop and
eat, and efforts to grow more at home. Across the Marches
and in rural communities across the UK, people have
sought out more local sources of food direct from producers
rather than risking going to grocery stores where basic items
were often unavailable. Food producers have had to change
their business models to adapt to the closure of restaurants
and markets.
These changes prompted the launch of Marches Grow
Local (MGL) in the Shropshire Hills working with The
Middle Marches Community Land Trust and Tamar Grow
Local (a resilient local food network in Devon). Tamar
Grow Local fashions itself as an ‘Online Farmers’ Market’,
acting as a food distribution hub for local producers. Using
the Tamar model, MGL’s aim is two-fold: to develop direct
links between local food producers and buyers across the
Marches region and to empower more people to grow their
own food. The vision is a more localised food system with
a stronger local food economy and improved food security,
and one that is more resilient to food system shocks. For
areas reliant on tourism like the Strettons, Ludlow and
surrounding historic market towns ‘food tourism’ based
on local produce and agri-tourism have great potential as
income-generating activities.
In early June, MGL launched a survey to better
understand the current shopping and growing activities
of respondents as well as their motivations or barriers to
growing more of their own food or buying from local
producers.

T

Weekly veg box – local produce
With over 300 responses by the end of June, MGL has
captured a snapshot of how people grow, eat and shop, and
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what might help them produce more at home, or buy more
food from local producers.
225 people (77%) currently grow food in their garden.
72% said that buying local food “can help mitigate the
climate and bio-diversity emergency” with 95% saying that
this is an important issue.

Back garden veg patch
At least 70% of respondents currently buy vegetables,
meat and eggs near to where they live but only 17% said
that buying locally is “very easy”, with lLack of availability”
being the top reason for not buying locally more often.
Similar to Tamar Grow Local, MGL recognises that a
centralised online ‘food hub’ service focused on local food
could make supporting local producers easier, and would
encourage producers to keep their products in the Marches
area, rather than having to build their businesses around
exports and sales out of the region. The principle behind
‘short food supply chains’ is that by focusing on buying
local food whenever possible, it ensures that growers can
make a living from keeping their sales in local markets and
reduce import/export traffic that drives carbon emissions
and food waste.
Survey responses showed that knowledge sharing
combined with a social connection were also important,
with 44% of respondents saying that they would be
encouraged to grow (more) food if group activities such
as community allotments, training courses and farm visits
could be organised in their area. This early analysis also
revealed a number of opportunities to connect people
seeking to share their land with others who are keen on
growing but don’t have the space. We have been very
encouraged by the number of people offering help, support
and expertise.
Analysis of responses will be completed upon closure of
the survey (19th July 2020), and will help MGL determine
how best the group can target its activities and programs
based on this community feedback.
For more information on the background of the project,
please visit
https://middlemarchescommunitylandtrust.org.uk/thehub/marches-grow-local/
Please sign up to our mailing list if you would like to
be kept informed of the activities, events and meetings
organised by Marches Grow Local. We’re also very happy for
you to contact us about the initiative.
Daphne Du Cros
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Wildlife Gardening at Peel Wyke

W

hen we first started social distancing, we joked
about taking away some of the perches on our
bird feeders. I’m glad we didn’t – it’s been an
amazing few months for our birdlife. John and I are doing
a bit of wildlife gardening down in our “hollow” and we
thought you might like to know about it. We’re located at
the eastern end of Cardingmill Valley with the Ash Brook
running through the garden.
We moved here 15 years ago. The garden was lovely, and
we knew it was special when we woke up on the first day to
see both a badger and a fox making their way home to their
dens. We made haste to put up the first bird feeders and
haven’t looked back since. We now have records of 59 bird
species visiting or flying over the garden.
Our gardening style is “slow”. No doubt some would
call it lazy! Very few plants are removed until we know what
they are and how they are used by wildlife. In most cases
this has led to a vast increase in plant and insect life and a
reduction in the amount of weeding! Both are great benefits
to us.
Occasionally, plants can get out of hand. Ground elder
comes to mind immediately. Although it isn’t the exclusive
host for any species, ground elder is used as a food plant by
the caterpillars of some moths and butterflies. In addition,
its flowers are very pretty, the pollinators love it and you
can eat it. With plants like that we tend to allow them to
take over parts of the garden and try to keep on top of it
elsewhere. Fortunately, we do have the help of gardener Paul
Haslam, who is sensitive to our ideas, but ruthless in pursuit
of “plants in the wrong place”.

Ground Elder
About five years after we moved in, we asked Mike
Russell of Designs with Nature, a local firm, to help us plan
a real wildlife garden. We knew we wanted a pond and a
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mini-meadow and Mike came up with the plans. His team
did lots of work for us, but the jewel in the crown was the
amazing pond and deck outside the kitchen door. It’s fed
by rainwater from the roof, excess drains into a boggy area
before percolating into the stream. Two days after we filled
it, I was amazed to see a toad slip into the water and take a
good look around.
We’re doing our bit to slow down flooding: we’re
giving our local newts (common and palmate), frogs and
invertebrates a lovely clean home and we watch the whole
thing while we’re cooking breakfast or doing the washing
up. We’ve had visits from dippers, grey wagtails, wrens
and all the usual garden birds, but the best sighting was a
kingfisher perched just 3 feet from the kitchen window.
In spring we go on nightly “frog and newt safaris”. The
frogs come in late February, spawn and disappear. At just
about the same time, the newts appear to feast on the frog
spawn. The surviving tadpoles disappear very quickly, and
we hope that they are hiding in the rocks at the bottom of
the pool. Certainly, we are seeing an increase in the number
of frogs in the garden and that is reducing the slugs, so it’s a
win-win for all of us, except the slugs!
Later in the season we take our morning coffee onto
the deck on sunny days and watch the insect life over the
pond. Large Red damselflies are very common, chasing and
darting, or pairing up to lay eggs under the leaves of the
pond plants. In late June and early July dozens of Southern
Hawker dragonflies emerge onto the same plants, drag
themselves out of their larval skins, hang for a while drying
out and then take off to patrol the stream and the hedges
lining the driveway. This year, for the first time, we spotted
a Broad-Bodied Chaser female, so we’re hoping for more
variety as time goes by.

Broad Bodied Chaser Female
Next time I hope to show you what the pond looks like
now and take you on a visit to the mini meadow.
Joan Arnfield
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A Sting in the Tale (or Not?)

I

t is the middle of summer, the sun is shining, and you are sitting on the lawn reading
your latest e-book from the library on your phone when a hornet lands next to you.
What do you do?
1. Try to remember where the epi-pen is?
2. Squash it on the arm of the chair with your phone?
3. Turn on your phone camera and take its picture?
Well, it was almost like that: Catherine and I were sitting on the lawn, with Mike and Jo (socially distancing of
course), who had called in to help us put the world right in these difficult times!
And indeed, Jo suddenly announced that a hornet had just landed on the small willow tree behind me. “It’s a funny
looking hornet” said Mike and picked up a pot and popped the beast into it.
What I have not explained is that Mike is the County Micro-moth Recorder and I am the Assistant Recorder and
we were (as usual) discussing moths, hence the handy pot. And possibly of more interest is the fact that neither of us
“experts” had noticed it!
But now, with the “beast” in the pot it was identification time and yes, it was a “hornet”, but it was a “Lunar
Hornet Moth”, Sesia bembeciformis, and quite harmless. It is also a wonderful example of Batesian mimicry, a form of
mimicry described by English naturalist Henry Walter Bates, where a harmless species has evolved to imitate a more
dangerous species, thus deterring potential predators.
The epi-pen was not needed! So what? Well, here are a few statistics and a few facts. This was only the twentieth
record ever for this moth in Shropshire and only the third this century. It was also only the fourth ever record for
Church Stretton. The other three records were in 1901, 1908 (F.B. Newnham) and 1938 (H.G. Burkhill), maybe your
relations? The last record for Shropshire was four years ago at Oswestry.
So, squashing it would have been a very bad move. The female moth lays her eggs on goat willow and common
osier trees (and some sallows) which are at least 6cm. in diameter and the larva (caterpillar) eats the wood and remains
there for up to two years before becoming an adult moth. It makes one wonder how this moth can find a mate in order
to ensure the survival of the species.
Taking a photo was a very good idea – as you can see
Graham Wenman and Mike Shurmer

New Life in the Strettons
A newly-fledged Green Woodpecker tests and traces

Church Stretton and District
Gardening Club

I

Taken near Church Stretton Cemetery, 26th June,
by Terry Moore, Brockhurst, Church Stretton
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’m sure all your gardens are looking lovely as we have
had time to be out in the sunshine and make lockdown
more tolerable. Everything seems advanced this year or
perhaps it’s because we started planting seeds etc. earlier.
As I write this at the end of June, there is no news
regarding meeting in large groups indoors. It has therefore
been decided not to have the summer show at the end of
August, so we will have to have a really super one next year.
To all the lucky winners of cups at last year’s show, will you
please return them at our next meeting.
It seems hopeful that we may be able to meet at the
end of September for our speaker, but we will let you know
definitely in September’s Focus.
Keep safe and looking forward to meeting you all again
soon.
Evelyn Dapling
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Norman Jones Domestic Appliances
REPAIRS & SALES
WASHERS - DRYERS - DISHWASHERS

COOKERS - OVENS - HOBS
Built In/Freestanding
Pete 07971 252069
07816 875233

Ansaphone 01588 638677

ABBEY CARPETS
(Mark & Jane Brain)

12 Beaumont Rd. Church Stretton SY6 6BN
01694 722719 07527 886531
Over 35 yrs experience is our quality fitting guarantee
Personal Service throughout
Home Choose Available
Saturday appointments by arrangement

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 9.30 - 4pm
www.abbeycarpetsltd.co.uk
Email: jane@abbeycarpetsltd.co.uk

Stretton Fine Art
Restoration
Oils, Watercolours,
Prints etc
Free quotations
We have a
comprehensive selection
of paintings for sale.
Phone to view without
obligation

01694 722057
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Charles
Ephraim

Electrical
Installations
Est 1974

8 Wall Bank,
Wall-under-Heywood

Tel: 01694 771381

ros.ephraim@btconnect.com

WHEATLEY ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION CONTRACTOR
INSPECTION & TEST PORTABLE APPLIANCE TESTING
LANDLORD'S INSPECTION & CERTIFICATION
NEW BUILD EXTENSIONS REWIRES
UPDATING OF CONSUMER UNITS (FUSEBOARDS)
SHOWERS EXTRA SOCKETS SECURITY LIGHTING
NO JOB TOO SMALL

51 HIGH STREET, CHURCH STRETTON
TEL: 01694 328305 MOBILE: 07939 571201
EMAIL:
PETEWHEATLEY@
HOTMAIL.CO.UK
ELECSA REG NO: EPP34178

BURWAY
BOOKS

for BOOKS and MAPS

Our delightful bookshop stocks a huge variety of
adult and children’s titles and if you can’t see what
you want on the shelves we can normally get it for
you within 24-48 hours.
Our knowledgeable booksellers are here to help you.
See our website for news of book groups and
author events www.burwaybooks.co.uk
(NB we do not stock second-hand books)
18 Beaumont Road, Church Stretton, SY6 6BN
Tel: 01694 723388, email: ros.ephraim@btconnect.com
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School Theatre Update
Our Theatre is closed resulting from Covid-19
That is because the health and safety of school students,
staff, visitors and you our audience is of paramount
importance.
Recovery
We continue to look at what and when our recovery might
look like. Our discussions with our theatre partners and the
school continue.
John Parr, our head teacher says, “Although a return
to ‘normality’ is a way off (hopefully we do return!),
School is responding day by day to DfE guidance/rules for
re-opening. Therefore, any site use beyond that for school/
students isn’t possible.
“At the time of writing this article at the end of June the
school is operating with pods of students that must have
limited or no contact with other pods and therefore remain
using only ‘their’ allocated spaces in school. Cleaning has
become an exceptional challenge, with stringent additional
hygiene checks and cleaning between days so that new ‘pods’
can safely spend the day within. The idea of further usage by
the public, requiring heightened cleaning (beyond a sweep
over), would not be feasible or affordable, unfortunately.
“In addition, our main hall (the theatre auditorium)
has been repurposed as a teaching space, with student desks
arranged in a set seating plan, so students have an allocated
seat for track and trace purposes.
“The reopening for students remains a priority and at
the moment, we await a significant publication from the
DfE which we believe will give clarification about what
schools are to look like in September. If and when we are
able to achieve and maintain a stable position operating
safely in September, we might then be in a place to explore
wider site usage”.
So, please be patient and understanding with us. We
will return as soon as it is safe to do so and we have the
necessary permissions.
From the Royal Opera House, The National Theatre
and other theatre and cinema broadcasts we can still offer
audiences the best seat in the house, often exclusive behindthe-scenes theatre experience.
National Theatre say “… we have been delighted at the
response we’ve had to sharing our titles in this way and the
opportunity to grow awareness about filmed-live theatre.
Our audiences have grown by 65,000 subscribers on our
social channels, 600,000 on YouTube and 14,000 in UK
email subscriptions.
“Theatres in the UK are not expected to re-open until
much later in the year, including our home at the National
Theatre, due to the challenges social distancing regulations
provide to staging live performance.
“We look optimistically to the next few months
when exhibitors are able to operate again safely following
Government guidance. When you are able to reopen, we
ask for your support in entertaining the 35 million theatregoers across the nation. Filmed-live theatre on the big screen
will be the closest opportunity fans will have to experience
on-stage plays, in place of visiting local theatres or the
National Theatre.”
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National Theatre titles that we understand will be
available for booking for the future include:
• The Lehman Trilogy
• A Midsummer Night’s Dream
• Present Laughter
• All My Sons
• Hansard
• Cyrano de Bergerac

Present Laughter from National Theatre
Some of these we have already shown but we will look
again to see if they are worth showing at the appropriate
time. Please let us know if there are any particular titles you
would like to see.
Our partners at More2Screen plan an exciting start
to September with the glorious recorded concert, Jonas
Kaufmann My Vienna, filmed live in the magical Wiener
Konzerthaus. This will be available from 1st September and
beyond.

Continued overleaf...
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From 16th September they have the new Exhibition
film release A Night at the Louvre: Leonardo da Vinci. This
is a private guided tour of the sold-out Leonardo da Vinci
exhibition curated especially by the Louvre Museum.
So, watch this space!

The Future
By the time this article is published in Focus the government
guidance is expected to be that all children will be back at
school by September. However, this still presents a problem
to us as a theatre venue whilst restrictions might still apply.
For the extended future what other initiatives could we
try? Not only for the school theatre but for our community?
Would a blue-sky idea of outside theatre and cinema –
not only for “Social Distancing Theatre/Cinema” (which
is likely to be with us for some time) but for future use
in summer months? This may also support alternative
opportunities for art and culture in the community and for
other festival and community event organisers.
What other initiatives might we look at? We would
welcome ideas.
Theatre at Home
In the meantime, what great shows our theatre partners
continue to stream for us. Our audience who is on our
theatre database have also been treated to a glimpse of the
expert work that goes into filming for us to show on our
screen – and on our televisions during lockdown. Thank
you to all our theatre partners.
We have alerted our audience to some fantastic shows.
Amongst my favourites have been:
• Behind the scenes with Les Misérables
• The Phantom of the Opera, and
• Michael Flatley Celtic Tiger
There have been many other fantastic shows. What
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have been your favourites? We would love to hear of your
experiences.
Help for the PTA
We called for help with our theatre group in last month’s
Focus. There has been limited success with offers of help.
There is still the opportunity to join our small group of
volunteers.
In addition, the PTA has limited cash and resources to
help us to recover from this. Our School Theatre – together
with the Craft Fayre and the Mynd Drover are the main
fundraising events for the PTA. The Craft Fayre and Mynd
Drover have both been cancelled for this year, and the
theatre re-opening could be some time in happening. So,
there is the resultant loss in funds.
The PTA – to help with our reduced potential for
funding – is therefore asking our supporters to register
for Easy Funding. This is easy by following the link www.
easyfundraising.org.uk/ and adding Church Stretton School
as the chosen charity.
We will continue to keep you informed
We will continue to provide articles for Focus; post on local
and wider Facebook (for example you can visit Church
Stretton Buy and Sell; Church Stretton Friends, Info,
and Advice; and Church Stretton School’s Friends and
Supporters) and of course by early email to our database
audience of these fantastic home and future theatre
opportunities.
If you would like to be included on our email database
to get early notices like this and information of upcoming
events (you can unsubscribe from this service at any
time) or if you require further information you can do
so by contacting Alan Fox at alandavidfox@live.co.uk or
telephone on 01694 725588 or 07977060303. We will be
happy to hear from you.
All of us at Church Stretton School Theatre and
Cinema teams sincerely thank you for your support, which
is really valued.
Please continue to stay safe.
Alan Fox

Trivia Answers
1. Hockey
2. Straight
3. Tennis
4. Scrum Half
5. Fencing
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Marion H. Murdoch, M.C.S.P.
Registered with the H.P.C.

PHYSIOTHERAPIST
REFLEX THERAPIST
"Gleneldon", 94 Watling Street South,
Church Stretton, Shropshire SY6 7BH
Tel: (01694) 724152

HILLSIDE PHARMACY
R.E. & C.O. ALMAN MPS
18 Sandford Avenue
Church Stretton
01694 722799

For all your medicines, toiletries and
photographic requirements

CAROLINE CRUMP
S.R.Ch., D.Pod.M., M.Ch.S.
Dis. Medicine & Medical Science

STATE REGISTERED
CHIROPODIST
Private Consultations
and Home Visits
ESSEX LODGE
FARM LANE
ALL STRETTON
Telephone: 723283
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Recipe of the Month
Celebrating Buckwheat

H

aving more time on my hands during lockdown,
I’ve enjoyed a few more experiments than usual
(Mr Heidi is delighted), and revisiting creations
that require a little more effort. One such staple is bread
making and I’ve loved trying out the varied flours that
have remained available in our brilliant town as well as
fresh yeast, which I haven’t used in years. The results have
been astonishingly good and I fully intend to keep up this
practice from now on. Kneading is so therapeutic.
Much as I enjoy trying out many varied ingredients,
I’m slightly ashamed to say that I’ve reached rather more
than midlife without ever having used Buckwheat. I’ve now
discovered that this is a fabulous and nutritious whole grain
that has many health benefits, including being low in fat,
high in useful insoluble fibre and can also aid the immune
system. It cooks rather like rice but with a lighter texture
and a slightly nutty flavour. Once cooked it can be eaten
hot or as a salad and would be a welcome addition to the
lunchbox (provided you have access to a fridge).
I love to make a risotto and find all that stirring to be
very cathartic. Occasionally I do follow a very specific recipe
but I like that you can pretty much throw in whatever you
fancy or have to hand. I like to add in some crème fraiche
towards the end of cooking as it imparts a wonderful rich,
creamy texture.
Leftover Buckwheat Risotto
Serves 2 generously
Ingredients
1 tablespoon cooking oil of choice
1 onion or leek, finely chopped
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
½ green chilli (or to taste), deseeded and chopped
½ pepper – any colour – deseeded and chopped
2 tablespoons white wine (optional)
100g buckwheat
500ml stock
Mixed vegetables to taste – courgette, mushrooms,
sugarsnap peas, broad beans, baby corn, beansprouts.
2 tablespoons crème fraiche or soured cream (optional)
Herbs to taste
Seasoning
Freshly grated Parmesan cheese
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Method
Heat oil in large frying pan over a medium heat and cook
onion or leek gently until soft. Add garlic, chilli and pepper,
and cook for 5 minutes.
Add buckwheat and toss to coat in oil. Cook for a few
minutes.
Add wine and cook until absorbed. Then start adding
the hot stock in small amounts, stirring and allowing all to
be absorbed before adding more. Continue adding until
buckwheat stops absorbing more (about 20-30 minutes).
At this point add in the rest of the vegetables and cook
until these are cooked through to your liking, stirring gently.
Add in your herbs, taste and season.
Stir in crème fraiche if using and sprinkle over parmesan
just before serving.
As with rice it’s important not to leave buckwheat
sitting at room temperature for too long.
You could add in some diced chorizo or bacon along
with the onions and obviously you can add in diced root veg
earlier in the cooking process to enable longer cooking time,
or grate in with other quicker cooking veg.
I’m planning an upgrade of my kedgeree recipe now to
include Buckwheat.
Heidi

Catholic Voice

I

n the beginning of July, the churches reopened
for ‘collective acts of worship’, i.e. communal
worship; for many Catholics this meant the resumption
of the celebration of daily public Mass. It has been a strange
experience not gathering together for prayer since the
23rd March. The Mass and the Divine offices have been
celebrated on behalf of the parishes by Catholic priests in
private (many of which have been live-streamed) in a way
not really seen since the Protestant Reformation in the 16th
Century.
It was particularly hard to close our doors just prior to
the rededication of England to the Virgin Mary, under the
title ‘the Dowry of Mary’ on the 29th March. I am sure to
many minds it may seem a very Catholic and even ‘foreign’
thing, this great devotion to the Virgin Mother of God.
However, the Church from its infancy has always venerated
the Virgin Mary and asked her help in interceding with
Jesus, her Son, as the one closest to Him (outside of the
Trinity). The various titles bestowed upon Mary – ‘Mother
of God’. ‘Our Lady’, ‘the Blessed Virgin Mary’, ‘the New
Eve’, ‘Queen of Heaven’, etc., all refer to Jesus her Son who
is God, Lord, without Sin, the new Adam, King etc. These
titles are born from human relationships and conventions
found in history. If Jesus is…, then Mary is…
The rededication of England as ‘Mary’s Dowry’ is
slightly different in that it invokes a special relationship.
The use of the title ‘Mary’s Dowry’ in reference to England,
was firstly used informally by the Kings of England from
Edward the Confessor onward (1042-1066). The first
formal dedication of England as the Dowry of Mary took
place in 1381, when King Richard II made a series of
continued on page 59
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Catholic Voice – continued
‘Entrustment vows’ during a ceremony at Westminster
Abbey. The country was in the midst of political
uncertainty with the Peasants’ Revolt against landlords.
The fourteen-year-old king turned to the Virgin Mary
for her protection, and the King established the title in
law. It was then solemnly proclaimed in 1399 by Thomas
Arundel, Archbishop of Canterbury, who proclaimed, “The
contemplation of the great mystery of the Incarnation has
drawn all Christian nations to venerate her from whom
came the first beginnings of our redemption. But we
English, being the servants of her special inheritance and
her own dowry, as we are commonly called, ought to surpass
others in the fervour of our praises and devotions”.
We may be misled by the title dowry, but English law
at the time required that a husband should provide his wife
with a portion of his land and money, to be able to support
herself should the husband die before her. This was known
as the wife’s dowry. In this vein the English monarchs
gave England to our Lady as her own spiritual possession.
This act of dedication was recorded for posterity in two
small painted panels (which are hinged) called the Wilton
Diptych c.1395-1399 (now in the National Gallery). The
diptych was painted for King Richard II, who is depicted
kneeling before the Virgin and Child in what is known as a
donor portrait. Richard is presented to the Virgin Mary and
her Son by his patron St John the Baptist, and the English
saints King Edward the Confessor and Edmund. A lost
painting from the chapel of Our Lady of Pew, the private
sovereign’s chapel at the Palace of Westminster, depicted
Richard and his Queen Anne offering the kingdom to Mary
saying, “This is your dowry, O Holy Virgin, wherefore, O
Mary, may you rule over it.” The entrustment in the Wilton
Diptych is depicted by the pennant given to her.

Wilton Diptych, The National Gallery
You may be forgiven for thinking (hopefully) an
‘interesting history, but what of today?’ Cardinal Nichols
asked a similar question, “What can I contribute to that
Dowry?…” His answer, “We are Mary’s Dowry! Please
enrich that Dowry by offering to her the best that you can
give.” May we entrust ourselves, our town and villages and
country into the maternal care and vigilance of Mary, the
Mother of God, asking her intercession with Jesus her Son,
who saw the need, and once promoted His help in Cana in
Galilee (St John 2:1-11).
Canon Jonathan Mitchell
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All Stretton Amateur
Dramatics Society (ASADS):
Review of the Year

Young thespians performing the pantomime, Dracula

I

t has been another successful year for All Stretton
Amateur Dramatics Society.
Our calendar of events began with the return of the
Village Summer Party. Bathed in glorious sunshine, children
played games outside while the local talent regaled us with
music and song. An excellent programme of entertainment
included folk music, rock, opera – and of course, ukuleles!
Refreshments took the form of a hog roast and a wellstocked bar, expertly run by our amazing team of volunteers.
Autumn saw the return of the Murder Mystery Night.
This year’s sell-out murder, Sinning at the Twinning, had
a continental flavour, and we feasted on du pain, du vin
et du fromage, as we’d played detectives at the twinning of
Crumbdale in Kent with Bouziville in France.
Our annual talent showcase, The Christmas Pudding,
embodies the Drama Society’s ethos: we come together,
share and celebrate. We aim to include everyone: the young
and the old, the talented, the firm favourites, the havea-gos and the never-agains. We washed mince pies down
with mulled wine and were guided through the evening’s
entertainment by none other than celebrity psychic,
‘Ricardo Baptiste’.
To keep our shows on the road, ASADS sometimes
has to upgrade or replace old equipment. This year, with
the help of a generous Community Award from Stretton
Focus, we acquired some new modular staging, enabling
us to make better use of the space in the village hall for
this year’s pantomime, Dracula. This production played
to sell-out audiences just before the country went into
lockdown with Covid-19. Throughout lockdown, Mayfair
Community Centre has continued its magnificent work
supporting people in our area and All Stretton Amateur
Dramatics Society will be donating £200 from the sale of
pantomime tickets to this outstanding organisation. Thank
you, Mayfair!
Thank you to everyone in the Strettons for your
continued support. We look forward to seeing you at our
next production – whenever that might be!
All Stretton Amateur Dramatics Society
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Promoting Well Being since 1982

THE Health & Beauty Clinic
Treatments Available:
• Make up for all occasions
• Massage
• Facials
• Manicure/ Pedicure
• Lycon Specialist Waxing
• Lash & Brow tints
• St. Tropez Ultimate Spray Tan
Certified Fitness Instructor

Pam Allsop
The Old Bakehouse, Churchway, Church Stretton
Tel: 01694 723899, Email: pamallsop@churchway.plus.com
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Food in the Strettons
n 20 March 2020, Harrison and Sofia Poole
launched their restaurant, The Clock Tower, at
Netley Hall, near Dorrington, with an invitation
celebration dinner. It was their first and last event; Britain
locked-down two days later because of Covid-19.

O

employed in the restaurant and bar, with Sofia as manager.
During these lock-down days, the staff are busy providing
take-away meals and hampers for local residents.
The couple’s ethos is to provide guests at the Clock
Tower with a memorable experience, which will include
locally sources ingredients, British cuisine with a European
twist, fine wine and the use of the snooker room and
beautifully light and airy sitting room, with its huge bay
window overlooking the estate grounds. Sofia says, “To run
a restaurant you need to be determined, dedicated and enjoy
interacting with guests, doing your very best to provide
them with a unique and enjoyable experience”.

Netley Hall is a Georgian Grade II listed building and
the restaurant is named after the clock tower that overlooks
the western courtyard. The restaurant offers fine dining,
beautiful surroundings, live music and valet parking. This
reporter was, unfortunately, unable to sample the menu
because of the current situation – perhaps another time –
but the Hall offered plenty of space for social distancing
during my recent tour of the restaurant facilities.
Netley Hall was designed by Edward Haycock Snr., a
Shrewsbury architect, and built between 1854 and 1858.
Haycock was also active in Shrewsbury politics, serving
on the council for 34 years as a Conservative. He became
an alderman, and then Mayor in 1842. He was a friend
of Dr Robert Waring Darwin, father of the naturalist
Charles Darwin. Among his many other projects, Edward
Haycock supervised the laying out of Aberavon in a grid
plan around squares. He designed the Town Hall there and,
more familiar to people of Shrewsbury, the surrounding
area, Lord Hill’s Column in Shrewsbury, which is the tallest
Doric column in the world. His list of credits includes civic
buildings, churches, rectories and country houses*.
Michelle Poole bought Netley Hall in 2001 and
embarked on a three-year renovation project that restored
the house to its former glory after years of neglect and
decay. Many of the interior fittings were too badly decayed
to be restored, but replacements were chosen with care to
complement the age and style of the house. The original
fireplaces are still in situ, however, and are well worth a
second look.
Netley Hall was a family home until 2017 when the
Poole family opened its doors to the public as a wedding
venue. Planning permission for a hotel and restaurant was
granted just last year, although these are only the latest
businesses to be added, across the estate, to the stable of
ventures developed and run by the family over the years.
Sadly, Michelle passed away before seeing her dream of
opening the house as a hotel fully realised. 12 people are

The hospitality sector can have a significant harmful
impact on the local environment. Mindful of this, Harrison
and Sofia aim to minimise detrimental effects by not
overstocking the kitchen, and thereby reducing food waste;
asking suppliers to provide package-free deliveries wherever
possible; and to re-cycle waste as much as they can. Plans
for the future include developing their own garden, where
they’ll grow vegetables and herbs for the restaurant kitchens.
With the restaurant opening and closing within days
because of the lock-down, Harrison and Sofia have no direct
experience yet of any difficulties they might experience in
the restaurant, although they have experience helping to
run other family businesses across the estate. Every business
owner learns that things don’t always go as smoothly as
they might wish, and dealing with customer dissatisfaction
can present challenges. Sofia said, “Our staff are trained
to handle any situation that might arise with the utmost
calm and respect. If a customer is dissatisfied, then we
will have clearly fallen short in our obligations and will
remedy matters to the best of our ability. We will use these
experiences, should they arise, to inform improvements for
the benefit of all our customers”.
At the time of writing, there is no information about
when the visitor and hospitality sectors of the economy
will be allowed to make small steps towards re-opening.
The launching of a new business venture should be a
cause for optimism and celebration, but it was sobering
to see the Clock Tower restaurant “undressed”, minus its
tableware, crystal, linen or candles. Nevertheless, optimistic
and cheerful Harrison said, “We’ll open as soon as we’re
allowed to. We’ll reduce our covers by half, allowing plenty
of space between tables, and will introduce all the safety
precautions recommended to us. We’re lucky to have three
separate doors into the restaurant, which means we can have
an effective one-way system. We’ll do everything we can to
keep our guests and our staff safe and happy.”
Christine Williams
*Sources include Historic England and Wikipedia

The Clock Tower Restaurant
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Cryptic Crossword No.1
by Stan Yelds
12.
14.
17.
19.
21.
23.
25.
26.
29.
31.
32.

9 across gives the theme of this puzzle. All 15 of the
theme items can be found in the grid, although an ending
common to 14 of them has been omitted. This ending, with
an article in front of it, gives the fifteenth.
It has been assumed that the solver is in or around the
Strettons!
Across
1. Local, yet we’re confused (3,4)
5. This comes from a battery served by soldiers (4,3)
9. South Shropshire features lots of nearby upland (4,4,7)
10. Some beans and also yams contain this (4)
11. Lincoln traders initially offer encouragement (4)

Rock-hard, broke (5)
Imprecise for an international organisation - exclusive (10)
Greek characters go back to drink (3)
Join dad in resort (3)
We hear that Mr. Manilow is looking hard for legal
representation (10)
Loner organised register (5)
Stretton town arranges new beginnings for small boy (4)
The Italian, besides, shows ill humour (4)
Rioting nuns mob dictator – services fly here (9,6)
Hesitations follow yarn from Northumbrian town (7)
Such hair set is not even – metamorphic products (7)

Down
1. Yellow containers in white setting (8)
2. Gusty not gutsy (5)
3. Maybe hydraulic arms assembled (4)
4. Elevate a space lord (7)
5. Something worn as a matter of course (5)
6. Enthusiast for e.g. Brazil (3)
7. On the reorganisation of people (5)
8. Inflated boat is inside out (5)
12,14. We hear agents drink to increase allure (5,2)
13. Require a journalist on Tyneside (4)
15. There’s little in dismal Leebotwood (5)
16. 32 bears cross (3)
18. An element of a Shropshire bridge (4)
19. Top awards for a Roman coin (2)
20. Complaints lessen in Norfolk town (8)
22. Undesirable spots around east Surrey town (7)
23. Limb partly changed below (5)
24. Call a medium (5)
Solution in September’s Focus
Any compilers in the area are invited to submit crosswords to
us, cryptic or quick. Ed.

URC Voice
Coming of Age
he title of my piece usually refers to the time when
young people reach a stage of maturity where we ‘cut
the apron strings’, and move into adulthood. Before
that, we were more like sheep being led, and fed and guided:
but in coming of age, we accept the role of being shepherd.
We take control of our lives and become responsible to find
meaning and purpose, both for ourselves, and for the life of the
world around us.
Our coming of age can be made into a social occasion,
which is a fine thing to do. But it can also miss the point that
‘coming of age’ is not just a one-off event: it is a continuous
process. The very world we live in, and even the universe itself,
is involved in a process of ‘becoming’; where for our own part
we have to be learning as we go.
As the world itself has been ‘coming of age’, we have had to
change our own ways of understanding, and move on in search
of deeper truth. We now know that the earth is not the centre
of the universe; rather, it is just a planet circulating the sun.
We have also come to know that, as human beings, we have

T
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evolved over millions of years, moving
through different stages of life to become
what is now known as Homo sapiens.
Sapience (knowledge, wisdom, understanding) is what
we now use to ask questions, learn more, and abandon ways
of thinking that need to be left behind. So where do God and
religion fit in to this bigger picture that sapience and science
are revealing to us? Everything is part of the same process, and
there can be no exceptions. Our thinking of God and religion
will also need to come of age.
Instead of just believing what we have been told, we should
be looking at the evidence for ourselves, and making up our
own minds about what to believe and what not to believe.
Christianity has had two thousand years of what might be
called ‘religious childhood’ – and that’s long enough! It’s time
to cut the apron strings of religious paternalism; come of age,
and move into new experiences of greater freedom: to explore
and find a deeper understanding of this vast and mysterious
universe, where we have discovered ourselves to be.
Donald Horsfield
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Association Members Honour 75th Anniversary
of United Nations Charter and of UNA Shropshire

R

epresentative members of the United Nations
Association Shropshire celebrated the 75th anniversary
of the signing of the UN Charter on 26th June. UNA’s
Action Group Members present included John Annetts, Noel
Beattie, Jill Clark, John Crowe (Coordinator), Ruth Davies and
Pam Rush.
UNA Shropshire members have been working since well
before 1945 to bring to Shropshire people the national and
international importance of having a united and effective global
governance system in the aftermath of two world wars. The
key opening phrase in Article
One of the UN Charter states,
‘The purpose of the United
Nations – To maintain peace
and security, and to that end: to
take effective collective measures
for the prevention and removal of
threats to the peace...’. The UN
today includes 193 member
nations and several waiting to
be admitted. Speaking at the
event on Friday 26th June,
Coordinator John Crowe said:
“Since 1945, the UN,
across its many agencies and
relationships with multiple regional organisations succeeds
in delivering so much peace and positive development to
many societies across the world. Our concern, on which we
continue to focus, is that the UN’s delivery is desperately far
from adequate – as seen from Myanmar to Syria, from Yemen
to Ukraine, from Sri Lanka to Israel and Palestine – and
more! Our world and its peoples must ‘up their game’ and see
and address the root causes of the too many threats to peace
and disruptions to populations. We cannot accept any more
children in body bags and desperate people fleeing for their
very lives. It’s near impossible to meet urgent eco-challenges in
a war-zone!.
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“As many well know, even an island
nation like Britain does not exist in
isolation from all the other nations
across our world. This coming 24th October sees the 75th
anniversary of the UN Charter coming into force and civil
society organisations, like UNA Shropshire are doing what they
can to lobby to make conflict prevention universal and more
complete.
“We want our UK Government, as one of the five
permanent members of the powerful UN Security Council,
to focus our contribution
to global peace on making
changes to the UN that makes
conflict prevention its prime
responsibility and function and
removes the existing barriers
to this delivery. This reality
was shiningly apparent at the
50th anniversary in 1995, since
which time too little effective
delivery has been achieved
and too many have died, been
injured and displaced. This
75th anniversary must see UN
member states ‘get it right this
time’ if so many of the world’s people are not to continue to
suffer”.
We continue to encourage and welcome all concerned
people to join our efforts.
The Association Members hold bi-monthly public
‘Discussion Groups’, display at public events, organise the
annual UNICEF collections for children across five towns,
offer speakers, lobby our politicians and policy makers and
campaign for conflict prevention.
John Crowe
Coordinator, UNA Shropshire
01588 680338, 07851 760443
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Ben Carter

Landscaping, Grounds,
Property Maintenance
Hedge cutting & reductions
lawn care, mowing, spraying
garden clearance
fencing installation/repairs
shed building/repairs
Mini Digger work
Please call 07891 376638
or 01743 718802
for further information

tidy
garden

for all your gardening
needs
Planting, pruning
mowing, hedging, etc.

Call Bob Rogers
Tel: 01743 244402
or 07981 814518

Integral
Gardens
●
●
●
●
●

Borders maintenance
Garden maintenance
Garden restoration
Lawn maintenance
Garden design and soft
landscaping
● Flowering plants pruning
● Wooden structures
Carlo
01743 344417
07963 991533

KEITH
WARRINGTON
LANDSCAPE
SERVICES

All aspects of garden
maintenance undertaken
Grass cutting, pruning,
hedgecutting, trees, patios,
Pest control, wasps,
moles, etc.

FREE ESTIMATES
Tel: 01694 658060
or 01584 861884
Mob: 07742 945768
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